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Abstract

The Internet is an open and heterogeneous architecture that consists of different transmission medium, diverse platforms and applications. Network capacity has increased tremendously over the past decade. However, network applications and users have also grown tremendously. The end-to-end throughput of an application is dependent on the bottleneck link capacity along the path as well as the application transport protocol.

In our research we have firstly focused on how to determine the path capacity (the capacity of bottleneck link). Active measurement techniques like Packet Pair (which derive from the principle of self-clocking in TCP’s congestion control) have to be used to determine the path capacity. One of the major issues is maximizing the statistical correctness for measurement result. We proposed a new end-to-end based measurement technique, called Packet Triplet, to achieve a higher probability of finding the path capacity. A new filtering technique is introduced into Packet Triplet to further refine such measurement approach. It has shown better performance in terms of accuracy even in heavily loaded networks.

Next, we investigated the performance of TCP transport protocol. TCP is widely accepted as the transport layer protocol in today’s Internet. It makes up a large proportion of the traffic on the Internet. However, with the diversity of last mile network characteristics, e.g. wireless environment, the efficiency and effectiveness of the protocol have been greatly affected. This is especially so in the large and pervasive deployment of wireless access network.

The great success of TCP is largely due to its end-to-end congestion control scheme, which is designed for avoiding congestion collapse and achieving fairness.
Abstract

and friendliness with respect to coexistent TCP flows. TCP’s congestion control scheme was originally designed based on a determinate conclusion that packet loss is the reasonable indicator of congestion, which is true in wired network. However, this conclusion becomes uncertain in wireless environment where random losses due to high bit error or other non-congestion reasons tend to be more prevalent than wired network. This results in severe TCP throughput performance degradation.

Our research work studied the cause of packet loss and the estimated queued packets (to estimate current state of network congestion) along the path in TCP’s congestion control mechanism. We choose TCP Veno, which is a refinement designed for better TCP performance in heterogeneous environment, to be the object of our study. TCP Veno uses packet loss as well as congestion state, based on queued packet in the path, as its congestion control signals. From our investigation, it was observed that sometimes the estimated queued packets can veritably reflect the correlation between packet losses due to congestion and congestion state. Thus, TCP variants like TCP Veno have used the congestion state estimation for congestion control. However, the accuracy in determining the cause of congestion loss using congestion state estimate is low when the network is heavily loaded. We revealed that the problem is due to congestion state underestimation.

However, this problem has minimal impact on the performance of TCP Veno in term of TCP friendliness. A more important observation is that TCP Veno’s overall performance is not widely impacted by such low accuracy of congestion loss identification and thus, continues to work harmoniously and efficiently with other TCP connections even when the network is highly congested.
Another factor that contributes to the inaccuracy is bursty congestion, which can adversely affect TCP Veno’s performance in congestion loss identification especially when the network is lightly loaded. The reason is that the state estimation responds too slowly to the occurrence of bursty congestion. Based on our investigation, we have proposed a refined TCP Veno, called TCP Veno enhancement, to give a more accurate classification of packet loss in the presence of bursty congestion. Two parameters (a smoothed round trip time called $V_{RTT_{inst}}$ and number of queued packets called $N_{inst}$) are used in the classification of packet loss. The accuracy of TCP Veno enhancement’s congestion loss classification has been improved by as much as 60%, as compared with that of TCP Veno. This has also resulted in friendliness improvement to other TCP variants, e.g. TCP Reno.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet is a global collection of different computers and networks worldwide. It is constructed based on the TCP/IP protocol stack. TCP/IP model has shown great success in transporting Internet traffic. However, the explosive growth of the Internet fuels a lot of new demands that challenge the design of TCP, as well as the traditional service model offered by IP.

IP (Internet Protocol) is the network layer protocol that provides connectionless service to the transport layer, sending all datagrams imposed on the network to the correct destination, simply in the way of store-and-forward packet switching. IP does not provide any load control or resource reservation to the network traffic. The traffic being sincerely served in this way is so-called best effort traffic.

Nowadays, it has been widely accepted that the recent indistinctive best-effort model of IP network is unable to support the emerging commercial demands of real-time audio and video traffic services. These multimedia services may require very stringent Quality of Service (QoS). The primary goal of QoS is to provide prior-
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ity, including dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some real-time and interactive traffic), and improved loss characteristics. Bandwidth measurement is considered to be a very important approach for service provider to trace the characteristics of the path and use these information to construct QoS.

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is an end-to-end transport layer protocol that uses congestion control to prevent the network from congestion collapse and ensures fair sharing of resources between multiple hosts. Besides TCP, some other network congestion control schemes, such as TCP-friendly congestion control schemes [11] [29] [30] [65] are developed for non-TCP (usually UDP) real-time applications, to ensure the network utilization of UDP sources as well as their fairness towards competing TCP connections. However, TCP is still the predominant transport protocol on which most Internet applications (HTTP, FTP, Telnet, SMTP, DNS, SSL, etc.) are built compared to UDP and will not be taken over soon in the near future. New network techniques, such as wireless local network and cellular network, are bringing new challenges to TCP congestion control.

TCP was originally designed for wired network. As wireless communication grow rapidly, more and more mobile devices are connected to the wired network via wireless link. Problems emerge when the applications in these devices use TCP over such heterogeneous Internet, of which the characteristics are palpably different from that of wired environment. For example, over wired links, congestion can be regarded as the only reason for packet loss, while this is not true over wireless links, where many packet losses are caused by transmission error. Moreover, the small bandwidth, the higher latency and unstable topology are also the faults that TCP performance may
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suffer from.

Our work consists of two parts: path capacity measurement and TCP performance in wireless network. The research issue that we were addressing is how we can improve the performance of data transfer across the Internet. Data transfer across the Internet is limited by the path capacity, upper limit, or TCP. Our research started from finding the path capacity and we have proposed a new mechanism “Packet Triplet” that has better measurement accuracy and is more resilient to cross traffic.

However, users are becoming more mobile and wireless access network is pervasive [5] [7] [18] [34] [43]. Thus, we felt the need to investigate the performance of TCP over wireless network; in our case we use TCP Veno, a TCP variant designed for better performance in hybrid wired/wireless environment. Our investigations showed that TCP Veno cannot achieve high accuracy of identifying both congestion and wireless packet losses under some conditions. We proposed a TCP Veno enhancement and found that it could have a better prediction of the cause of congestion packet loss by using an enhanced packet loss identification scheme, resulting in better friendliness towards TCP Reno.

1.1 TCP/IP Architecture

The Internet is an open and global network that allows different computers and terminals around the world to communicate with each other. Before the Internet, diverse local and closed network architectures, such as SNA (IBM’s Systems Network Architecture) or DECnet (Digital Equipment Corp’s network), had been independently developed. However, the communication is only confined to a close commu-
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nity and it can no longer meet people’s demand of data exchanges that can span across the globe. As these stand-alone networks depend on incompatible addressing and transport protocols, it is inconvenient to directly establish connections between them. These issues motivated the design of TCP/IP [63].

IP (Internet Protocol) uses its standard 32-bit address to hide the differences in addressing and enable routing of packets among heterogeneous networks around the world. The intermediate nodes that support IP-address based routing link these networks together. Such worldwide collection of multiple networks forms the Internet. On top of the IP layer, the transport protocols like TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) are developed to provide more sophisticated and efficient data delivery services for the Internet applications, such as Telnet, FTP, e-mail or HTTP. TCP/IP comes from the combination of IP and TCP.

TCP/IP protocol suite is formed as a layered structure, in which different layers contain different protocols. Using the concept of layering in network architecture can ease the complexity in design. Each layer performs a collection of functions (protocols) and provides a set of services to the upper layers through a set of interface. In this way, each layer is shielded from how the offered services are actually implemented in the lower layer. TCP/IP comprises four layers, as shown in Fig. 1.1

The link layer contains the network devices and interfaces that are directly in charge of data transmission over the physical media. The network layer (IP) provides addressing and routing functions. IP services are unreliable and connectionless. Transport layer comprising TCP and UDP offers end-to-end data services up to the hosts in the application layer. Specifically, TCP provides reliable data delivery ser-
services (e.g. FTP, Telnet), while UDP provides unreliable transmission services, such as real-time video traffic. It is the use of such key transport protocols that drives the tremendous growth of the Internet.

1.2 TCP characteristics

In this section we introduce some essential concepts and TCP characteristics related to our work that we will describe in more detail later in this thesis.

1.2.1 Connection-Oriented

TCP is a connection-oriented transmission protocol, which means a virtual connection must be established and maintained between two end points (sender and receiver) to achieve a reliable end-to-end byte stream.

The connection is managed by a series of control signal exchange between two ends. The direction of a connection is the direction in which application data segment are
sent. Furthermore, multiple connections can be maintained in both direction at the same time. This is so called full duplex data transfer.

1.2.2 TCP Window

For a TCP connection, the amount of data that can be injected into the network is controlled by its window. Two factors determine the size of the window. One is the limitation of receiver’s capability of receiving the data. Another is the limitation of pipe size between the two end stations. The window size must not exceed either of these two limitations. To fulfill this requirement, TCP sender uses two windows: the window that tells the buffer size granted at the receiver, and the congestion window (cwnd), for restricting the data offered to the network.

1.2.3 End-to-End Congestion Control

If the applications offer more traffic load than the network can sustain, congestion builds up. TCP adopts end-to-end congestion control mechanism to deal with the congestion, preventing the network from being exhausted and ensuring fair sharing of available bandwidth with other applications and services. Nowadays, congestion control mechanism receives the most significant attentions in the area of TCP research, because it is a major factor in determining TCP throughput and TCP friendliness, to the performance of tremendous TCP-based Internet applications in use as well as to the behavior of the traffic in the Internet.

In this thesis, our focus is on the issue of TCP operating in heterogeneous environment, where the wireless link is involved.
1.3 IP layer Performance Characteristics

Transport layer is not the only layer that affects the bandwidth related performance. As the transport layer protocols must rely on network layer protocol (IP) to have the application data successfully traverse from one end to the other, the IP performance characteristics [81] (e.g. bottleneck bandwidth or congestion) and measurement are also important topics.

1.3.1 Delay and Jitter

Delay is the time taken by a packet to traverse the network [63]. Of the delay, some are due to the inherent factors of the network, such as the time for the end system or intermediate nodes to process the data, or the time for the physical link to transmit the data; some are due to the variable factors, such as network traffic load.

Jitter [89] reflects the difference in the delay between adjacent segments. This delay is mainly attributed to the queueing delay introduced along the multi-hop path. Some services, such as real-time audio and video conference are constrained by end-to-end delay and jitter requirement.

1.3.2 Congestion and Packet Loss

In the Internet, congestion may occur at any intermediate node, where the capacity cannot cope with the input data traffic. This eventually leads to packet loss when the buffer of the congested node is exhausted by the queuing data.

In wired network, packet loss are mainly due to network congestion, while packet loss due to transmission errors are relatively rare. This is the assumption adopted
by conventional TCP congestion control mechanism. However, this does not hold for wireless channels, where the transmission error occurs frequently.

1.3.3 Link capacity

Link capacity [87] is the maximum throughput that the link can offer to a flow, assuming that the link is not utilized by other traffic. This metric, however, can be used in multi-hop path, namely, path capacity, which is the maximum throughput that the path can offer to an application, if the path is not utilized by other traffic.

Path Capacity [80] is more relevant to network applications and end-to-end based transport protocol, compared to the link capacity. For example, given the amount of data to be sent by TCP and the load of the other competing traffic, larger path capacity means larger TCP window, less congestion packet loss and faster transmission. The measurement of path capacity is therefore a topic that we focus on in this thesis.

1.4 TCP challenges in heterogeneous environment

1.4.1 Heterogeneity of Packet Loss

In TCP, congestion control mechanism signals the occurrence of network congestion and reduces its throughput accordingly when a packet loss occurs. This lead to significant throughput deterioration when TCP is used in wireless network, where a large proportion of packet losses are due to transmission bit errors or other non-congestion reasons. Such packet loss is defined as random loss in [45].
To address the problem, many solutions have been proposed in the past years. Some of them attempted to improve TCP by hiding the random loss from TCP sender and to have only congestion loss made visible to the source [4] [5] [18] [59]. The problems due to wireless link are solved somewhere in the network by specific local retransmission and recovery schemes that are irrelevant to the TCP sender. In contrast, some approaches try to make the TCP sender be aware of the wireless link and the packet losses due to the non-congestion reasons [7] [12] [33] [62]. Thus, TCP can be informed with distinguishable signals from the intermediate nodes, thereby taking appropriate control actions. These approaches also need the collaboration of intermediate nodes in the network.

It has been shown that the aforementioned approaches do help in improving TCP throughput performance in lossy environment. However, the deployment of these approaches is limited, because they require the cooperation of intermediate nodes (router or base station) along the network path. Moreover, enabling the enhancement for all the nodes in an existing and stable network infrastructure of wide dimension is not worth the cost.

Network security is another factor that can lead to the failure of these schemes. If the network traffic is encrypted, the intermediate nodes, which need to seek the specific content of TCP header, cannot recognize the TCP data segments that are packed in encrypted IP traffic. Thus, the approaches such as [4] [5] fail to achieve the expected throughput performance improvement if the IP data is encrypted.

These problems do not exist in the end-to-end based solutions, which does not require changes in intermediate nodes. There are different strategies by which various
end-to-end based solutions can handle the random loss problem and improve TCP performance in wireless environment.

Of all the solutions, [33] relies on enhanced TCP receiver, which is responsible for identifying the random or other non-congestive losses. TCP receivers need to notify the sender about how to take the proper control actions based on the causes of the packet loss, and avoid unnecessary degradation in throughput can be avoided.

In contrast to receiver-side modification, some solutions on the sender-side [5] [25] [51] [53] [54]. That is, the enhanced TCP sender takes on the responsibility of packet loss distinguishing and performance improvement, while the receiver is not modified.

In some solutions, the sender and the receiver are both enhanced. The sender and the receiver are all required to participate in eliminating the faults due to random loss [51] [57] [66] [69] [67]. The specific signals and information that are required by improved congestion control mechanism are obtained by the interaction between the sender and the receiver.

### 1.4.2 Other Challenges

In addition to the random packet loss, there are some other issues concerning TCP performance in wireless link as well as wired link. These issues include multiple packet loss in a window, large round-trip delay, unstable connection due to the mobility of hosts, and low bandwidth of wireless link. To tackle the above issues, there are a number of proposals and solutions in the related areas [22] [27] [31] [37] [46] [51] [64] [73].
1.5 Bandwidth Measurement Challenges

Nowadays, Internet users need to pay Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for Internet access and services. As the quality of Internet access and services, such as delay and throughput, are normally based on bandwidth of Internet connections, bandwidth measurement becomes very important. In such an environment, the users need to verify the available bandwidth resources. Most ISPs also want to measure the bandwidth in order to handle any congestion and if necessary, upgrade the link capacity to satisfy the users demands.

In addition to network resources management, some widely used network protocols, such as TCP, RTP (Internet real-time Protocol), also adopt bandwidth measurement to optimize their performance.

Currently, bandwidth measurement faces the following challenges [81] [92]:

- Robustness: Internet is a complicated, dynamic and wide-spread architecture in which different terminals, devices and services are integrated. In order to measure the bandwidth metrics accurately, a measurement technique must be carefully designed so that it is robust to various network uncertainties and characteristics, such as cross traffic, the change of routing, asymmetry of network path, the clock and the processing time of different systems and devices, the queueing discipline employed in the intermediate nodes, etc.

- Efficiency: How to measure bandwidth metrics that may change fast? This is especially important with wireless network, where the route may change frequently, as compared with traditional wired environment.
**Friendliness:** A measurement technique must be friendly, which means the bandwidth can be measured successfully without sacrificing the network resources or adversely affecting other applications.

**Deployability:** Due to the wide-scale of Internet and security consideration, a measurement technique should be easy to deploy and not conflict with the security restriction.

### 1.6 Addressing Challenges and Contributions

Our works and contributions focus on two main areas:

- **Packet Triplet** – a robust end-to-end measurement technique – proposed for measuring the path capacity.

- **Packet Loss and Congestion State in TCP Veno** – We investigated the accuracy of TCP Veno’s packet loss distinguishing scheme under different network conditions. We also proposed an improved congestion state measurement and packet loss identification scheme for TCP Veno to handle the problem due to bursty congestion. The mechanism was incorporated into TCP Veno, and it is known as TCP Veno enhancement.

#### 1.6.1 Packet Triplet: A Path Capacity Measurement Technique

In this part, we developed an end-to-end path capacity measurement technique called Packet Triplet. Our studies demonstrated that Packet Triplet is robust and
Quite efficient in measuring the path capacity under different conditions, even when
the path is heavily loaded.

The name “Packet Triplet” comes from the fact that each Packet Triplet probe
consists of three probing packets of equal size. Thus, two dispersions induced by the
probed path can be obtained from each Packet Triplet probe.

The fundamental innovation in Packet Triplet is the filtering technique, which
is based on a simple fact that, of each Packet Triplet probe, the probability that
cross traffic interference can result in identical distortion is very small. During the
measurement process, the Packet Triplet sender emits a series of probes into the path
of interest; the receiver calculate the dispersions based on the arrival time of each
packet and uses the filtering rule to discard the distorted samples and eventually gets
the correct path capacity estimation.

The “end-to-end” probe strategy makes Packet Triplet easy to deploy. The probing
packets are UDP datagram, which does not violate any network security rules
and thereby, can traverse the measured path successfully. The sending rate of probing
packet is under careful control so Packet Triplet will not interfere with other
applications as well as between probes.

1.6.2 Packet Loss and Congestion State in TCP Veno

In this part, we study the effect of congestion state on the accuracy of distinguishing
packet loss in TCP Veno in heterogeneous wireless/wired environment. TCP
Veno was first proposed in 2003 [25] as a TCP variant for improving TCP performance in heterogeneous network. Later, a International co-operation project called
“Veno II” [26] was brought up based on TCP Veno to develop an universal transport architecture in next generation communications. Our works is a part of this project as wireless network is a vital part in next generation communications. Some performance issues, such as the accuracy of packet loss identification in TCP Veno, were not well studied before our work.

TCP Veno estimates the congestion state of network and attempt to use this information to distinguish between two different types of packet loss: congestion loss and random loss in heterogeneous network. In this way, TCP Veno avoids the unnecessary throughput reduction when the cause of the packet loss is due to non-congestive reasons over wireless links.

Our study demonstrated that in a network loaded with heavy background traffic, TCP Veno shows poor performance in terms of congestion loss identification, nevertheless, the low accuracy of packet loss identification does not result in any negative effect to TCP Veno’s throughput performance.

1.6.3 TCP Veno enhancement

We also studied the effect of bursty congestion on the accuracy of TCP Veno’s packet loss diagnosis. We found that congestion state measurement algorithm in TCP Veno may not detect the fluctuation of bursty congestion. This may lead to poor accuracy of loss diagnosis in TCP Veno. To solve this problem, we proposed an enhanced packet loss distinguishing scheme. TCP Veno with the new scheme embedded (TCP Veno enhancement) can achieve a more accurate congestion loss identification as well as better friendliness to other TCP connections.
1.7 Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the background knowledge on TCP protocol and bandwidth measurement technique, and review the related works in the two areas. Some TCP variations are also introduced in this chapter.

In Chapter 3, we propose Packet Triplet technique. We introduce the principle of Packet Triplet and the filtering technique in Packet Triplet. We analyze the effect of cross traffic on Packet Triplet probes and demonstrate that the filtering technique in Packet Triplet contributes to the efficient and accurate path capacity measurement.

Chapter 4 contains the experimental results of our study on congestion state measurement and packet loss distinguishing in TCP Veno under different network conditions. We observed that TCP Veno exhibits poor performance in terms of congestion loss identification in network loaded with heavy background traffic. In addition, superior erroneous packet loss identification does not cause any negative effect to TCP Veno’s performance.

In Chapter 5, we present our investigation into the specific area of TCP Veno in an environment with bursty congestion, which has shown to adversely affect the accuracy of congestion loss identification in TCP Veno. We propose an enhanced loss identification scheme to tackle the problem. The experiments show the efficiency of the new scheme.

In chapter 6, we draw the conclusion of our works and contributions in this thesis. We provide some possible directions for further research.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

TCP/IP protocol stack is the *de-facto* protocol of the Internet. In this chapter, we introduce the background knowledge in the relevant area of our works. We will first introduce the most popular TCP variant, TCP Reno. Then we will introduce TCP Veno, especially the packet loss distinguishing scheme and refined congestion control mechanism. We will also present the background information in the area of network bandwidth measurement.

2.1 Transmission Control Protocol Overview

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been the dominant transmission protocol in the Internet. TCP was designed to provide reliable, connection-oriented, end-to-end, and in-order byte stream services [63].

The characteristic of connection-oriented protocol indicates a conceptual connection that must be constructed and maintained by negotiation between two TCP end points. To accomplish reliability, TCP assigns each segment a sequence number.
When TCP receives a segment, it replies with a “cumulative” acknowledgment (ack) to the TCP sender. Each ack contains an acknowledgment sequence number, which tells the TCP senders that the in-order segment has been successfully received. In TCP, when either duplicate (three) acks are received in series or no ack for an outstanding segment is received before timeout it is inferred as packet loss. If a packet loss is detected, the TCP sender retransmits the lost segments immediately.

TCP flow control mechanism ensures that the data emitted by the TCP sender does not exhaust the buffer capability at the TCP receiver. To do so, the TCP receiver must inform the TCP sender about its current available buffer space. In addition to flow control, another important issue that affects TCP performance is path capacity. This is carried out by end-to-end congestion control mechanism (first proposed by Jacobson in 1988 [36]), which has shown its ability in keeping the network from “congestion collapse” as well as guaranteeing the fair allocation of bandwidth resources among multiple TCP connections. Note that eventually the amount of data sent cannot exceed the smaller value between TCP receiver’s available buffer and the network capacity.

Basically, congestion control continuously runs and repeats in the manner of “available bandwidth probe → rate diminishing driven by packet loss”. During data transmission, the TCP sender gradually increases its sending rate (which is controlled by the reception of cumulative ack) - either linearly or exponentially - until packet loss occurs, indicating that the maximum available bandwidth for the connection has been reached. The congestion control design of TCP makes the assumption that packet loss is due to network congestion. So the TCP sender reduces its throughput
to avoid congestion collapse, retransmits lost packets and then repeats the bandwidth probing process again.

TCP Tahoe [36] is the first version of TCP to adopt congestion control mechanism. Later, Jacobson introduced Fast Recovery algorithm into TCP. The extended TCP using Fast Recovery in its congestion control process is called TCP Reno [63] - the TCP version that is still dominating the reliable data delivery in the Internet today. Nevertheless, studies on TCP have never stopped.

For years, researchers have explored different aspects of TCP. Some works focus on enhancing the congestions control [3] [4] [9] [20] [25] [37] [39] [53] [57] . The analysis and modeling of TCP performance in different manners is also a topic that has received much attentions [17] [19] [34] [43] [58] [60].

### 2.2 TCP Reno

TCP Reno [63] is the most widely deployed TCP variant. Roughly speaking, TCP Reno’s congestion control comprises the following mechanisms: retransmission timer management, Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance and Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery. Retransmission timer management is used to adjust the retransmission time-out timer based on current round trip time. The other mechanisms are designed for window management and packet loss recovery, which deal with the network states that the TCP connection experiences. In the following sections, we introduce these mechanisms separately.
2.2.1 Slow Start

Slow Start mechanism is initiated when a connection is first established or after a retransmission timeout. The purpose of the Slow Start phase is to enable the TCP sender to determine the reasonable window size that is available to the connection, which makes sure that the network will not be driven into saturation by the flooding datagrams.

During Slow Start, the window is exponentially increased by the incoming acks. In fact, Slow Start is not slow at all. As Fig. 2.1 illustrates, the window is initially set to one segment. The TCP sender is only allowed to send one segment and waits for a ack before expanding the window and sending the new data. When the first ack comes back, TCP sender increases the window to 2 and sends a burst of two segments. Then, the TCP sender increases the window by 1 for each incoming new ack. Therefore, after two segments are acknowledged, the TCP sender can send four segments. In the same way, after those 4 segments are acknowledged, the window is set to 8.

![Figure 2.1: Slow Start](image)

Such exponential growth goes on until the window hit $ssthresh$ (slow start threshold) or packet loss occurs (indicating congestion). At that point, the current Slow
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Start phase terminates, \textit{ssthresh} is set to half of the current window. If a timeout occurs, for which it cannot tell how serious the network congestion is, the window is reset to 1 and a new Slow Start phase starts again to probe the network condition, until the window hits the \textit{ssthresh}. If packet loss or timeout does not occur, Congestion Avoidance is used instead to probe the network. The reason of not using Slow Start at this moment is that Slow Start is very aggressive and can easily push the system into saturation, although it has been approved to be effective for initializing a TCP connection.

2.2.2 Congestion Avoidance

In the above section, we have introduced the Slow Start process triggered by timeout, which terminates at the point when \textit{ssthresh} is hit. After the Slow Start, the TCP connection enters a new phase. This phase is Congestion Avoidance. In Congestion Avoidance, the window is increased by 1 for each window of packets that are acknowledged, instead of one per segment. That is, when each ack to a new segment is received, the \textit{cwnd} (congestion window) is increased by 1/cwnd. Thereby, after the incoming of acks to segments of a congestion window, the increment of cwnd is 1 per round trip time, which approximately follows the linear increase.

2.2.3 Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery Algorithms

Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery is specifically developed to deal with the three duplicate acks. As Fig. 2.2 illustrates, segment 1 and segment 2 are received, but segment 3 is lost in the network. When segment 4 arrives, the TCP receiver recognizes
that this is an out-of-order segment and sends the duplicate ack for segment 2, and again sends two more duplicate acks for the receipt of segment 5 and segment 6. When the TCP sender gets the third duplicate ack, it immediately retransmits segment 3. The ack for segment 3 also acknowledges all the in-order segments that follow segment 3 and are received so far.

\[\text{Figure 2.2: Fast Retransmit algorithm}\]

Receipt of three duplicate acks is a faithful signal\(^1\) of packet loss [63]. The TCP receiver can only generate the duplicate ack for another segment that successfully comes into the TCP receiver’s buffer, so three duplicate acks indicates lost packet, while still permitting data flow between the two ends. This is different from the situation of retransmission timeout, which definitely indicates major network problem and thus connection return to Slow Start. In other words, three duplicate acks indicates

\(^1\)The receipt of one or two duplicate acks is not strong enough to indicate a packet loss indeed. Instead, it could be just a reordering of segment.
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a lighter congestion, compared to timeout. Therefore, in this case, it is able to minimize abrupt throughput reduction. Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery algorithms are designed for this purpose.

Fast Retransmission and Fast Recovery algorithms are usually implemented together:

- In response to the third duplicate ACK, the TCP sender cuts $ssthresh$ to one half of current window, retransmits the lost segment and sets $cwnd$ to $ssthresh$ plus 3.

- After Fast Retransmit, Fast Recovery takes place. The TCP sender “inflates” the $cwnd$ by one each time a duplicate is received and then emits a new segment. In this way, the network is maintained to be full and in equilibrium.

- The Fast Recovery terminates as long as the retransmitted segments are acknowledged. $cwnd$ is set to the $ssthresh$

2.2.4 Retransmission Timer Management

During the TCP data transmission, a variable, RTO (Retransmission Time Out) is maintained for determining the retransmission timeout. That is, each time a segment is sent, the retransmission timer starts to work. If the ACK to the segment does not come back to the TCP sender before the timer times out, the segment is retransmitted.

As the network condition often change, the value of RTO must be updated on line to follow the changes. To do so, the TCP sender first estimates the RTT (round-trip time) as the time between the sending of current segment and the reception of its
ACK. A smoothed RTT is calculated via exponential average low-pass filter specified in RFC 793 [56]:

\[ SRTT = \alpha \times SRTT + (1 - \alpha) \times MRTT \]

where \( SRTT \) denotes the smoothed RTT and \( MRTT \) is currently measured RTT. In [56], \( \alpha \) is suggested to be 0.9, which gives greater weight to the previous estimate so as to smooth out the possible fluctuation of current RTT.

Then a smoothed deviation, \( DEV \), is computed by:

\[ DEV = DEV + h \times (|SRTT - MRTT| - DEV) \]

where \( h \) is proposed to be 1/4 in [36].

In [36], RTO is suggested to be calculated as:

\[ RTO = SRTT + 4 \times DEV \]

2.2.5 Summary

Putting the aforementioned Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery algorithm together, we can construct a complete picture of congestion control and congestion window (or throughput) evolution in TCP Reno. As Fig. 2.3 illustrates, a TCP Reno connection is initially opened with Slow Start, which expands the congestion window exponentially to probe the network condition. When the capacity of the pipe is hit, packet loss occurs. In response, Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery take place (assuming the case is for three duplicate acks), slowing down the throughput to half. As long as the lost packet is successfully recovered, TCP steps
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Figure 2.3: TCP Reno window evolution [63]

into Congestion Avoidance, the window increase linearly. This may eventually drive
the network into congestion and cause the packet loss to occur again. Likewise, if
timeout occurs, Slow Start takes place; if three duplicate acks are received, Fast Re-
transmit and Fast Recovery comes again, and so on. Such cycle repeats during the
life of a TCP connection.

2.3 TCP Veno

TCP assumes that all packet losses are caused by congestion. Upon detecting
packet losses, TCP drops congestion window to reduce the sending rate. As wireless
communication becomes more prevalent, the reason for packet losses may be trans-
mision error rather than congestion. As a consequence, using TCP without any
modifications may result in serious performance degradation.

To date, much work has been centered on accurately distinguishing packet losses
that are due to congestion from loss due to bit-errors or other non-congestion reasons.
TCP Veno [25] proposes a congestion state measurement technique, which tries to differentiate congestion loss from wireless loss and takes different windows control actions accordingly.

TCP Veno employs a refined congestion control mechanism that is different from the conventional TCP in two aspects: 1) An enhanced Congestion Avoidance mechanism 2) A refined Slow Start threshold (ssthresh) adjustment strategy. Both of them are implemented according to the different estimated congestion levels of a connection.

### 2.3.1 Delay-based Congestion State Estimation

The idea of congestion state measurement technique in TCP Veno is borrowed from TCP Vegas [3]. Two throughput metrics are estimated: Expected throughput, which is calculated by assuming that the network is in the state of non-congestion; and actual throughput – the real throughput. The basic idea behind TCP Veno’s congestion state measurement is that the difference between the expected and actual throughput reflects the fluctuation of network congestion. If there is no congestion, the expected throughput and actual throughput should be equal; while if the network is congested, the actual throughput should be smaller than the expected throughput. As the traffic load increases, the difference between the actual throughput and expected throughput will be wider, as Fig. 2.4 shows. TCP Veno uses this information to infer the network congestion state.

The expected and actual throughput is calculated as:

\[
\text{actual} \_ \text{thpt} = \text{cwnd}/\text{BaseRTT}
\] (2.1)
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Figure 2.4: TCP Veno: Expected throughput versus Actual throughput

\[ \text{actual\_thpt} = \text{cwnd}/VRTT \] (2.2)

where \( \text{cwnd} \) is the current window size represented in number of packets, \( \text{BaseRTT} \)^2 is the most current minimum RTT in the lifetime of a TCP Veno connection, \( VRTT \)^3 is smoothed round-trip time.

The difference between \( \text{expected\_thpt} \) and \( \text{actual\_thpt} \) is:

\[ \text{diff} = \text{expected\_thpt} - \text{actual\_thpt} \] (2.3)

TCP Veno uses the parameter \( \text{diff} \) to estimate the number of packets accumulated in bottleneck buffer. Let \( N \) be the backlog at the bottleneck buffer. That is,

\[ N = \text{diff} \times \text{BaseRTT} = \text{cwnd} \times (1 - \text{BaseRTT}/VRTT) \] (2.4)

---

^2In TCP Veno, \( \text{BaseRTT} \) is reset whenever the Slow Start or Fast Retransmit occurs and then is updated as TCP Vegas does

^3\( VRTT \) is different from the smoothed RTT specified in RFC793 [56]. The definition is stated in Chapter 5.1.1
TCP Veno sets a threshold, $\beta$ (in TCP Veno, $\beta$ is set to 3\textsuperscript{4}), to be the point of the judgement of non-congestive and congestive state. If $N < \beta$ when a packet loss is detected, TCP Veno identifies the packet loss as random loss, because the network is supposed to be in non-congestive state. IF $N \geq \beta$, the network is declared to be congested and the packet loss is identified as congestion loss.

### 2.3.2 TCP Veno’s Congestion Control mechanism

We will first discuss TCP Veno’s Congestion Avoidance mechanism, which is implemented as shown in Algorithm 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>TCP Veno’s Congestion Avoidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>if $(N &lt; \beta)$ then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cwnd = cwnd + 1/cwnd$ when each new ACK received</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else if $(N \geq \beta)$ then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cwnd = cwnd + 1/cwnd$ when every other ACK received</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this mechanism, the increase in window size goes through two sub-phases. With reference to Fig. 2.5(a), when the network is judged to be in non-congestive state, the window is increased by $1/cwnd$ for every new incoming ACK, which is same as TCP Reno. Such growth goes on until the backlog hits the threshold $\beta$, for example, at time 32s. From that point on, the network is supposed to be in congestive-state and the window grows by $1/cwnd$ for every other new ACK received rather than every new ACK, until packet loss occurs. Slowing down the speed of window increase in the phase when $N \geq \beta$ helps TCP Veno connection to stay longer in the region of network

\textsuperscript{4}The setting of $\beta$ is based on the experiments in [25]
Figure 2.5: (a) TCP Veno’s cwnd (b) TCP Reno’s cwnd

probe and large window and postpones the occur of self-induced congestion loss [25], as compared with TCP Reno in Fig. 2.5(b). Accordingly, another effect is that the loss due to congestion is postponed. These advantages can be reflected by comparing the TCP Veno’s cwnd (Fig. 2.5(a)) with TCP Reno’s cwnd (Fig. 2.5(b)). As Fig. 2.5(a) and Fig. 2.5(b) illustrate, TCP Veno exhibits less window “increase → reduce” cycles and congestion losses than TCP Reno. [25] has demonstrated that it is this subtle window manipulation that contributes to throughput improvement in TCP Veno.

Another enhancement in TCP Veno is its Slow Start threshold $ssthresh$ adjustment. When the packet loss is detected by the receipt of three duplicate acks, TCP Veno adjusts $ssthresh$ in the following way.
Algorithm 2 TCP Veno’s ssthresh adjustment

\[
\text{if (} N < \beta \text{) then} \\
\quad \text{ssthresh} = \frac{4}{5} \text{cwnd} \\
\text{else if (} N \geq \beta \text{) then} \\
\quad \text{ssthresh} = \frac{1}{2} \text{cwnd} \\
\text{end if}
\]

As Algorithm 2 shows, if the network is in non-congestive state (i.e. \(N < \beta\)), TCP Veno assumes that the packet loss is random loss. Accordingly, TCP Veno reduces the ssthresh by a small amount that is less than half the current window. In [25], the suggested reduction factor is 1/5. If the packet loss is classified as congestion loss, the penalty of ssthresh is 1/2, which is same as TCP Reno. Likewise, the reduction of cwnd follows the change of ssthresh.

The simulations and experiments in [25] demonstrate that TCP Veno does benefit from its ssthresh adjustment strategy, having its throughput significantly improved in heterogeneous environment, especially when the wireless loss rate is about 1%.

2.3.3 Performance Issues

In TCP Veno, the decision of whether a packet loss is due to network congestion or wireless transmission error is based on the estimation of network state. Thus, the performance of the protocol is dependent on the accuracy in determining the cause of the packet loss. It is therefore natural to expect that congestion state measurement could be accurate or the packet loss could be correctly associated with the congestion state. The question, however, subsequently arises: Can such expectation always be
achieved? Unfortunately, the answer is no. Some performance problems have been observed in previous studies [13] [35] [50]:

- The congestion packet loss and increase in round-trip time is weakly correlated, which was stated in [50] that the increase of round-trip time is not a reliable signal for predicting congestion packet loss, especially in network where a TCP flow is only a fraction of the total traffic.

- The packet loss, either congestion loss or random loss, may not necessarily be associated with the congestion state that is correctly identified [13].

- The congestion state, however, can be underestimated or overestimated under some conditions [35].

In this thesis, we address the above issues in TCP Veno. The details are depicted in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

2.4 Other TCP Variants

We now look at some well-known TCP variants that have been proposed in previous works. We introduce the approaches adopted to cope with the performance problems that may arise over heterogeneous environment.

2.4.1 TCP NewReno

In the case of multiple packet losses from within the same window, partial new ack in TCP Reno (the new ack that does not acknowledge all the outstanding segments) forces the Fast Recovery to be terminated and eventually leads to timeout.
TCP NewReno [22] [31] solves the problem by using the information of partial ack subtly. Partial ack can indicate that the outstanding segment right after the acknowledged packet has been lost. TCP NewReno immediately retransmits the lost segment without having to leave Fast Recovery phase, and thus avoids unnecessary timeout.

### 2.4.2 TCP Vegas

TCP Vegas [3] is a sender-side modification of TCP that tries to deduce the building up of network congestion. The network congestion is estimated by the algorithm that is used by TCP Veno. The key innovation in TCP Vegas is its refined congestion avoidance driven by the receipt acks coupled with congestion state. In TCP Vegas, the operation of window adjustment is divided into three phases: window increasing phases, window remaining phase and window decreasing phase. The three phases are linked with non-congestive state, moderate congestive state and severe congestive state, respectively. In this way, TCP Vegas attempts to smooth the window evolution, maintain the network in equilibrium and avoid packet loss due to congestion.

### 2.4.3 TCP Santa Cruz

Similar to TCP Vegas, TCP Santa Cruz [57] tries to monitor the increase of network congestion and use this information in the operation of its congestion control mechanism. The operation of network state estimation is done over an interval, which is the time taken by a source to send a window of packets and receive all the acks. TCP Santa Cruz adjusts (increase, decrease or maintain as the current size) its window according to the current congestion state in order to avoid the swing in the
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throughput that TCP Reno exhibits.

TCP Santa Cruz also proposes the modification in Slow Start and retransmission and recovery algorithms, which can effectively deal with the problems rising from asymmetric links, the loss of acks and multiple losses in a window of data.

2.4.4 TCP Westwood

TCP Westwood [53] is another TCP extension that aims at improving TCP’s performance in wireless/wired network. The major difference between TCP Westwood and TCP Reno is that TCP Westwood uses the estimated bandwidth to set $ssthresh$ as well as congestion window upon a packet loss, which is detected by either three duplicate acks or timeout. This way TCP Westwood avoids abrupt reduction of congestion window and Slow Start threshold.

The bandwidth measurement is carried out at the TCP sender-side. the TCP sender estimates the dispersion between two no-duplicate acks and uses this information to calculate the bandwidth available to the connection. This is based on the assumption that the rate of returning acks fully complies with the rate at which the acknowledged data segments are served in the forwarding path.

2.5 Bandwidth Measurement Technique

2.5.1 Bandwidth Related Metrics

Two bandwidth-related metrics frequently used are path capacity and available bandwidth. The path capacity of a route is the capacity of the lowest bandwidth link
(bottleneck link) of that route. As long as the route between the two hosts does not change, the path capacity of this route will remain the same and will not be affected by the network traffic. Specifically, if \( n \) is the number of links in the path, \( C_i \) is the capacity of link \( i \), the path capacity is

\[
C = \min_{i=0}^{n} C_i
\]  

(2.5)

The available bandwidth is the maximum capacity the route can offer at a specific point in time, given the current traffic load in the network. If \( U_i \) is the current utilization of link \( i \), the unused capacity of link \( i \) is \( C_i(1 - U_i) \), and the available bandwidth of the path is

\[
C_a = \min_{i=1}^{n} C_i(1 - U_i)
\]  

(2.6)

2.5.2 Technique Classification

Bandwidth measurement techniques can be classified in several ways. A frequently used classification of measurement techniques is as follows:

- Active measurement techniques inject probe packets into the network and observe their behavior.

- Passive measurement techniques observe the existing traffic without perturbing the network.

Currently, there aren’t any passive techniques that can efficiently estimate bandwidth.

The second classification is to divide the techniques into end-to-end and hop-by-hop. End-to-end techniques measure the path capacity and available bandwidth
of a path [77] [80] [86]. Hop-by-hop techniques measure path capacity $C$ and if possible, available bandwidth of each link along the path [78] [79] [87] [88] . End-to-end metrics are more directly relevant to applications and transport protocol. Hop-by-hop metrics are considered to be more useful for network operations, debugging, and traffic engineering, especially in those cases where traffic engineers have limited view or access to the entire path.

A third classification method of bandwidth measurement techniques is whether the data are network manager-gathered or actively probed. Operators have used tools such as MRTG [90] to measure utilization of individual links with information obtained from router management software via SNMP. These techniques use counters and configuration parameters maintained by routers, and normally are accurate. However, SNMP-based techniques require access to the router, which is usually limited for widespread deployment. Active techniques, in general, require only the cooperation of path end-point. These techniques estimate bandwidth metrics by actively injecting the probe traffic into the path.

### 2.5.3 Packet Dispersion and End-to-End Bandwidth Measurement

*Packet Dispersion* is the time interval between two packets [80]. This dispersion reflects the rate at which the packets are served in the network, given the size of packets. Suppose that two packets are sent into the network from an endpoint, traverse through several links and arrive at another endpoint, as long as we can calculate the packet dispersion from the arrival time of the packets, we may estimate
the *end-to-end* service rate that is currently available to these packets, although we might not know the capacity of each link. The service rate estimated could be caused by either the available capacity of the path or the path capacity (bottleneck link capacity).

Fig. 2.6 illustrates the principle of packet dispersion, if the source sends a pair of packets back-to-back, these packets will be serviced by the bottleneck link and exhibit an inter-arrival time equivalent to the service time on the second packets. If the packet size is $L$, the path capacity is $C$, then

$$\Delta = \frac{L}{C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $\Delta$ is the dispersion between two consecutive probing packets at the destination.

![Packet Pair Dispersion](image)

**Figure 2.6: Packet Pair Dispersion**

The main problem that most packet dispersion techniques encounter is the impact of cross traffic interference. Cross traffic injected into the path may interfere with the probing packets, distorting the dispersion and eventually make it greatly distorted the measured results. “Packet Triplet”, our proposed end-to-end path capacity measurement technique proposed in our thesis, is developed based on packet dispersion
principle, dealing with the challenge of cross traffic. Packet Triplet technique will be presented in Chapter 3. Before that, we will introduce some related works that address the challenges in the area of bandwidth measurement.

2.5.4 Related Work

Over the past decades, a lot of research have focused in the area of bandwidth measurement. We introduce some typical techniques which use packet dispersion.

The concept of packet dispersion measurement technique, as a burst of packets traverses the narrow link of a path, was originally described in [36].

In [39], Keshav also studied the same idea in the context of congestion control, he recognized that the inter space of packet pairs is not related to the available bandwidth when the router are using First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) queueing discipline. He found that if all the routers use a fair queueing discipline, then the cross traffic is isolated and the packet pair technique can correctly estimate the available bandwidth, not necessarily the bottleneck in the path.

Bolot [75] used the packet pair mechanism to characterize the inter-arrivals of cross traffic. The early works on packet pair dispersion focus on robust statistical filtering techniques. Cater and Crovella [77] developed bprobe, in which several packet pair measurements, originating from packets of different sizes, are processed using union and intersection filtering to produce the final capacity estimate.

K.Lai and M.Baker [86] used kernel density estimator as their statistical filtering mechanism. However, the filtering algorithm in [86] and [77] is based on the assumption that the valid samples should be closely clustered around the correct value,
while incorrect samples should not be clustered around any one value, that implies the distribution of capacity estimates are commonly in unimodal. In fact, the assumption may not hold due to cross traffic interference. The multimodal distribution of bandwidth measurements was firstly observed by V.Paxon in his research [91].

Dovrolis and Ramanathan [80] had done meticulous researches on multiple modes of bandwidth measurement, the queueing effects that caused the multiple modes. Based on their research results, they developed an estimate tool Pathrate to detect the bandwidth metrics from the multimodal distribution.

CapProbe [85] is another Packet Dispersion technique that estimates the path capacity. CapProbe uses packet pair to probe the path of interest. Of each packet pair, CapProbe estimates the end-to-end delay of each probing packets and calculate the sum of these delays. The basic idea is that the pair of probing packets that have the minimum end-to-end delay sum catch the path capacity with the dispersion between them, because they are not delayed by any cross traffic in the path. The packet pairs that do not satisfy the minimum delay sum condition are filtered out as useless samples, because they are interfered by cross traffic.
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Path Capacity Measurement

3.1 Overview

Bandwidth estimation is of great interests to Internet service providers and network managers. Accurate bandwidth estimation can be used to improve end-to-end or peer-to-peer transport performance. Bandwidth estimation are also critical for traffic engineering and resources allocation. Bandwidth estimation techniques measure the these two bandwidth related metrics: path capacity and available bandwidth. Path capacity is the maximum bandwidth that a link or a path can have [77]. Available bandwidth is the unused bandwidth of a link or a path. In our works, we focus on the measurement of path capacity [87].

We propose a novel approach called Packet Triplet to pursue an accurate measurement of path capacity. Packet Triplet is an end-to-end based measurement technique. That is, the measurement is performed at the endpoints of the path without requiring the participation of intermediate nodes along the path. It is especially useful for
those who want to know the path capacity, but have no access to related information directly from the routers.

Packet Triplet is based on the principle of Packet Pair dispersion [77]. Unlike Packet Pair technique [77], Packet Triplet emits three back-to-back packets to probe the path from one end and obtain the dispersions of two pairs of two in-order packets at the other end. The filtering technique in Packet Triplet compares the difference between the two dispersions, using such information to estimate path capacity.

In Section 3.2, we present the principle of Packet Triplet. Section 3.3 proposes the analysis on the delay due to cross traffic. In Section 3.4, we show the experimental results.

### 3.2 Packet Triplet

Packet Triplet sender emits three back-to-back packets \( P_k \) \((k = 1, 2, 3)\) of identical size \( L \) to probe a path, which may traverse \( N \) links with each link of capacity \( C_i \) \((i = 1 \ldots N)\). Herein at the receiver side, from the arrival time of each packet, we can calculate the dispersion \( \Delta_1 \) between \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), and the dispersion \( \Delta_2 \) between \( P_2 \) and \( P_3 \), as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

![Packet Triplet probe under ideal condition](image)

Figure 3.1: Packet Triplet probe under ideal condition
Obviously, these two dispersions form a dispersion pair \((\Delta_1, \Delta_2)\). The main idea behind Packet Triplet is that undistorted Packet Triplet would have two identical dispersions. That is, if the probing packets go through the path without any disturbance, both dispersions \((\Delta_1 \text{ or } \Delta_2)\) are \(L/C\), where \(C = \min_{i=1 \ldots N}(C_i)\). In fact, \(C\) is the actual capacity of bottleneck link along the whole path. Therefore, the path capacity \(C\) is estimated by \(B_1 = L/\Delta_1\) or \(B_2 = L/\Delta_2\). In ideal situation, \(\Delta_1 = \Delta_2\), thus \(B_1 = B_2\).

Such equivalence is very difficult to reach in reality because cross traffic along the path may vary from time to time, resulting in large variation of queueing delay and processing time. Nonetheless, in Packet Triplet, dispersion pair can be used to filter those distorted probing packets, and significantly improve the accuracy of path measurement. In the following part, we can see how the relation between two dispersions is mined to conduct such path capacity measurement. On the contrary, Packet Pair only has single dispersion measured during each probe, and lacks flexibility.

We assume that \(m\) Packet Triplet probes are successfully sent out. Thereafter, we can get \(m\) estimate pairs \((B_{j,1}, B_{j,2})\), \(j = 1 \ldots m\) at the receiver side. In real networks, some latency variation is inevitable when probing packets traverse routers or some other intermediate nodes. Thus, such latency variation will result in a random variation between the dispersion \(\Delta_{j,1}\) and \(\Delta_{j,2}\) or a difference between \(B_{j,1}\) and \(B_{j,2}\). That is \(|B_{j,1} - B_{j,2}| = L \times \frac{|\tau - \tau_b + \sigma|}{\Delta_{j,1}\Delta_{j,2}} \rightarrow 0\), where \(\tau_b\) is transmission delay of a probing packet at bottleneck link and \(\sigma\) denotes the random variation, which is due to the latency:

\(^1\)The latency is due to the packet propagation at the speed of light (propagation delay) plus the processing time that a router takes to look up routes in a routing table, and plus other fixed per-packet delays that a router incurs before it can forward a packet [87, 76]. There will be a little variation between the latency of different probing packets due to variability in tasks performed in a router, although they follow the same path.
latency variation. Overall, according to [76] [87], these variations can be neglected due to their small variations. For example, the measurements in [76] show that the typical latency for a Cisco core router is about 224µs, while the variance of end-to-end latency tests is of the magnitude of just $10^{-11}$ to $10^{-10}$.

However, when conducting measurement along an Internet path, the influence of cross traffic has to be taken into account. Fig. 3.2 gives an illustration of such interference between probing packets.

For example, cross traffic packets may be injected between the first two probing packets in some cases, but in other cases, they may be injected between the last two probing packets, leading to dispersion extension; On the other hand, the dispersion may experience compression if the consecutive probing packets are queued to be served at a router after the bottleneck link.

### 3.3 Delay Analysis

Consider a path of $M$ links with capacity $C = \{C_1, C_1, C_2, ..., C_M\}$. Each link uses FIFO queueing discipline. Three back-to-back probing packets of size $L$ are sent from the source to the destination. For each packet, the transmission delay of a link
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\(i\) is \(r_i = L/C_i\) and the end-to-end transmission delay is \(\tau = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \tau_i\). Moreover, each packet experiences network latency, which is due to packet propagation at the speed of light (propagation delay), the time for an intermediate router to look up routes in a routing table, and other fixed per-packet delays that a router incurs before it can forward a packet. The latency for the probing packets is denoted by \(lat_1\), \(lat_2\) and \(lat_3\), respectively.

In addition to transmission delay and latency, the probing packets may suffer queueing delay. We assume that the interval between two Packet Triplet probes is sufficiently large, therefore the probing packets from different Packet Triplet will never queue in the same buffer. Let \(d_1\), \(d_2\) and \(d_3\) denote the end-to-end queueing delay of the first, the second and the third probing packet, respectively. According to our assumption, \(d_1\) is thus the end-to-end cross traffic induced delay that the first probing packet suffers along the path. \(d_2\) and \(d_3\) is due to cross traffic and/or the probing packets.

Let \(D_1\), \(D_2\) and \(D_3\) denote the end-to-end one way delay for the probing packets, respectively. The end-to-end one way delay is defined as the time between the departure of a probing packet at the sender and the arrival of that packet at the receiver. We have:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_1 &= d_1 + \tau + lat_1 \\
D_2 &= d_2 + \tau + lat_2 \\
D_3 &= d_3 + \tau + lat_3
\end{align*}
\]  
(3.1)

We assume that the transmission delay of the sender is very small and can be
neglected. As Fig. 3.3 shows, at the receiver, the packet dispersions are:

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta_1 &= D_2 - D_1 = d_2 - d_1 + \text{lat}_2 - \text{lat}_1 \\
\Delta_2 &= D_3 - D_2 = d_3 - d_2 + \text{lat}_3 - \text{lat}_2
\end{align*}$$

(3.2)

We define the difference between two dispersions as:

$$|\Delta_1 - \Delta_2| = |(d_3 - d_2) - (d_2 - d_1)| + |(\text{lat}_3 - 2\text{lat}_2 + \text{lat}_1)|$$

(3.3)

If there is no cross traffic interfering with probing packets, the queueing of probing packets will take place only at the bottleneck buffer and thus $d_2 - d_1 = \tau_b$ and $d_3 - d_2 = \tau_b$, where $\tau_b$ is the transmission delay for a probing packet at bottleneck link.

So we have:

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta_1 &= \tau_b + (\text{lat}_2 - \text{lat}_1) \\
\Delta_2 &= \tau_b + (\text{lat}_3 - \text{lat}_2)
\end{align*}$$

(3.4) (3.5)

The difference between $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$ is:

$$|\Delta_1 - \Delta_2| = |(\text{lat}_3 - \text{lat}_2) - (\text{lat}_2 - \text{lat}_1)|$$

(3.6)

Equation 3.6 shows that in ideal condition, where a Packet Triplet probe is not distorted, the difference between $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$ is only due to the difference between the
latency of probing packets. According to [87], such variation is however very small if the path is stable. So in such a case, we can claim that $|\Delta_1 - \Delta_2| \rightarrow 0$ or $\Delta_1$ equals to $\Delta_2$. A crucial question arise in practice, when can we identify two dispersions the “equal” dispersions by taking latency factor into account in the Packet Triplet measurement?

We use a metric $\delta$ to reflect the difference between the two variables $x_1$ and $x_2$:

$$\delta = \max(x_1, x_2) - \frac{x_1 + x_2}{2}$$

In practice, we calculate the difference between bandwidth estimations $B_1$ and $B_2$ instead of dispersions. Such translation of unit is commonly used in the delay analysis of packet dispersion based measurement technique. By substituting $x_1$ and $x_2$ with $B_1$ and $B_2$, the above equation is written as $\delta = \frac{\max(B_1, B_2) - \frac{B_1 + B_2}{2}}{\frac{B_1 + B_2}{2}}$. In Packet Triplet, given the value $\alpha$ (which is initially set to 0.01), if the difference $\delta$ is smaller than $\alpha$, we claim that $B_1$ equals to $B_2$ (or $\Delta_1$ equals to $\Delta_2$). We refer to this relation as equivalent condition.

In the presence of cross traffic, the difference between the dispersion pair can be expressed as:

$$|\Delta_1 - \Delta_2| = |(d_3 - d_2) - (d_2 - d_1)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

where the second term of equation 3.3 plays no role and are eliminated. The left term in equation 3.7 shows the contribution of delay due to cross traffic and/or probing packets. The behavior of delay for each probing packet can be radically different depending on the interaction between the cross traffic and probing packets, therefore leading to difference between two dispersions. We now categorize and discuss the different effects of cross traffic on the dispersion pair:
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1. The cross traffic create $\delta > \alpha$. This is created by different amount of cross traffic between probing packets. Such cases can be easily detected and discarded.

2. $\delta \leq \alpha$. a) Equal amount of cross traffic between consecutive packets. In this case, two dispersions are in fact distorted, being either compressed or expanded. Compression leads to underestimation and expansion leads to overestimation. As they satisfy the equivalent condition, these samples has to be included in path capacity estimation. This is what we did not expect to occur. Fortunately, our experimental results show that the probability of such occurrence is lower than that of undistorted Packet Triplet. b) Due to queueing at link further downstream from the bottleneck link. So in this case, the capacity of the downstream link might be taken as the path capacity. We will later show that the occurrence of this case can be reduced by selecting the probing packet size carefully.

3.4 Associated Filtering Technique

Based on the above investigations, we develop a receiver-side filtering technique to retrieve the valid data from the measured results.

The filtering algorithm works in the following manner:

1. Given the value $\alpha$, if the sample pair $(B_{j,1}, B_{j,2})$ satisfies the equivalent condition $(\delta_j \leq \alpha)$: this available sample pair is classified into different sets (i.e. [0-1Mbps], [1-2Mbps], [2-3Mbps]...). The width of each set is 1Mbps. The number of all available sample pairs (#avbl_samples) is calculated. if the sample pair
fail to meet the equivalent condition, Step 1 is repeated to a limit of 30 times. We deem that the cross traffic is highly dynamic and has distorted the Packet Triplet dispersions quite a lot, and go to step 2.

2. $\alpha$ is increased by 20\% to accommodate the more serious distortion due to cross traffic and helps to make the filtering process converge faster.

3. If the $\#avbl_{samples}$ obtained is larger than 75\footnote{the value 75 is carefully chosen based on the results of multiple experiments to give attention to the requirement of not only accuracy but also speed of Packet Triplet measurement.}, the measurement process is stopped; otherwise, the probing process repeat itself from step 1. When the estimation process finish, the sample set that has the largest frequency (i.e. contains the largest number of sample pairs involved in this set), is selected as the path capacity set. The mean value of the samples of this selected set is considered to be the path capacity.

### 3.5 Performance Evaluation

#### 3.5.1 Experiment Topology

We use ns-2 to conduct our experiment to evaluate the performance of Packet Triplet. Fig. 3.4 shows the experimental topology. The capacity of each link along the path is $P = \{50, 20, 30, 10, 25, 40\}$ Mbps, thus the path capacity is 10Mbps. This link capacity setting applies for all the experiment scenario below. All the routers use FIFO queueing discipline. The buffer size of each link is 20. The round-trip time is 120ms. The cross traffic here is in Pareto distribution; the shape parameter for Pareto distribution is 1.7; both are similar to citeDovrolis.
3.5.2 The size of probing packets

In this section, we investigate the effect of probing packet size on the performance of Packet Triplet measurement.

Many researches have been conducted to measure the effect of probing packet size on the accuracy of Packet Pair measurement [77] [80] [85]. It has been shown that different packet sizes may lead to different distorted measurement results, i.e. the capacity could be under-estimated or over-estimated.

Such bias in measurement may also occur in Packet Triplet. To achieve the required accuracy, Packet Triplet must receive sufficient number of probes that do not suffer from cross traffic interference.

According to equation 2.7, reducing the probing packet size reduce the packet dispersion and thus reduce the chance for cross traffic being injected between probing packets. As the cross traffic between probing packets may cause the original dispersion to expand, reducing the probing packet size thus reduce the possibility of path capacity under-estimation.

However, reducing the packet size may also increase the probability of over-
estimation. Suppose the time taken for the queueing of first packet at a link is longer than the dispersion between the first and the second packet by the time the first packet reaches the link and just before the first packet is being served and so on for the queueing of the second packet, the Packet Triplet dispersions are thus compressed, leading to path capacity over-estimation.

On the other hand, Packet Triplet probes with increasing packet size suffer the opposite problem. The probability of over-estimation reduces but the probability of under-estimation increases.

The experiment brings us vivid understanding on the above discussion. The probing packet sizes are 100bytes and 1500bytes, respectively. Packet Triplet probes were emitted every 200ms, ensuring that the sending rate will not significantly increase the path rate. The cross traffic packet is uniformly distributed between 40 and 1500bytes. All links are 50% loaded by cross traffic. Fig. 3.5(a) shows the distribution of Packet Triplet estimation when the probing packet size is 100bytes. Fig. 3.5(b) illustrates the result when the probing packet size is 1500bytes.

![Figure 3.5: Packet Triplet Estimation (Mbps) for different probing packet size, (a)100bytes, (b) 1500bytes](image-url)
As Fig. 3.5(a) depicts, the path capacity is over-estimated as the set standing around slot 22Mbps has highest frequency, while the set of correct path capacity (9 - 10Mbps) sample is yet significant. In Fig. 3.5(b), the sets of underestimated samples explicitly cluster around slots 3Mbps to 5Mbps, and no accurate samples can be obtained. For 100bytes packet size, the experiment needs about 640 probes to finish, while for 1500bytes, it requires about 1450 probes.

We can thus conclude that the packets of smaller size have higher chance of yielding the correct path capacity estimates and is more efficient, but on the other hand, the negative effect (over-estimation) due to small size has to be taken into account.

As a consequence, for Packet Triplet to be accurate and efficient, the packet size must be carefully set to achieve a balance between avoiding under-estimation and eliminating over-estimation. Through experiments, we found that 400bytes is the optimal size that can meet the requirement. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the percentage of correct estimation against $\#_{avbl\_samples}$ (the number of all available samples) for different packet size under different cross traffic load. As the figure shows, when the cross traffic load is light (i.e. 20% load), the measurement using smaller size packets is more efficient than larger size packets. As the cross traffic load increase (i.e. 60% and 80% load), the aforementioned distortion effects (overestimation or underestimation) related to probing packet size become significant and the measurement using packet of 400bytes has the best performance.
Figure 3.6: Effect of packet size on Packet Triplet path capacity estimate accuracy

### 3.5.3 Experimental Results

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the experimental results of path capacity estimation distribution under different cross traffic load. The packet size of cross traffic injected on each hop is in uniform distribution between \([40, 1500]\) bytes. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the Packet Triplet path capacity estimation when each link is loaded with 20\% of its capacity with cross traffic. The sample set of path capacity in the figure has the highest frequency and is determined as the accurate estimation, while the other sets of samples with much lower frequency can be eventually excluded. In addition, a so-called post narrow capacity [80] set stands along at slot 25Mbps. If three probing packets, which have gone through the narrow link, queue back-to-back again at any downstream congested link before finally arriving at the receiver without further being impacted by cross traffic, the dispersions introduced by that downstream link result in higher estimation, but not path capacity. Such link was so-called post narrow link [80].
In Fig. 3.7(b), all the links are 40% utilized. The path capacity set still dominates among all the estimates such that the filtering algorithm works. The result under 60% cross traffic load shown in Fig. 3.7(c) is similar to that in Fig. 3.7(b).

![Histogram](image)

Figure 3.7: Packet Triplet path capacity estimation (Mbps) for cross traffic size in uniform distribution, (a) 20% cross traffic load, (b) 40% cross traffic load, (c) 60% cross traffic load, (d) 80% cross traffic load

Fig. 3.7(d) illustrates the estimation distribution when all links are 80% utilized. As the figure shows, Packet Triple’s filtering mechanism is still effective in retrieving the path capacity from all the samples.

Table 3.1 summarized the estimated path capacity and number of Packet Triplet
Table 3.1: Packet Triplet path capacity estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cross traffic load</th>
<th>path capacity (Mbps)</th>
<th>num of probes</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0'18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>1'00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>10.218</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1'06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>10.075</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>1'54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

probes that the sender needs to send and time taken (in minutes and seconds) for effective measurement, e.g. 121 probes under 20% cross traffic load. The results are accurate and number of probes required is dependent on the path load condition. More probes are required with increased cross traffic load along the path. In this experiment, we adjusted the time interval between consecutive probes based on round-trip time. The interval is set by $1.2 \times \text{max}(\text{rtt})$, which ensures that consecutive probes won’t affect each other. Packet Triplet probe period ranges from a few seconds to minutes. The current interval setting and #avbl_samples (refer to filtering step (4)) threshold in our experiment is conservative. We found that the Packet Triplet can converge much faster but yet effective if more aggressive strategies are used, for example, setting the interval = max(rtt) and #avbl_sample to 60. With such setting, the time taken for 80% cross traffic load is about only 1 minute 13 seconds and for 20% cross traffic load is about 12 seconds.

Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b) show the distribution of about 500 Packet Pair samples when the path is 60% and 80% utilized, respectively. The experimental settings are the same as those for Packet Triplet in the previous section. As Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b) illustrate, Packet Pair experiences serious distortion due to cross traffic and thus is unable to probe the path capacity accurately by just choosing the sample set with largest frequency. If that is done, in case of 60% cross traffic load, the
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Figure 3.8: Packet Pair path capacity estimation (Mbps), (a) 60% cross traffic load, (b) 80% cross traffic load

estimated path capacity is 5.37Mbps and under 80% cross traffic load, the result is 4.41Mbps, both of which are quite different from the correct path capacity of 10Mbps.

Table 3.2: CapProbe Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cross traffic load</th>
<th>path capacity (Mbps)</th>
<th>num of probes</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0’07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0’30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>1’32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>2’36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also evaluate Packet Triplet where there is a combination of three or four cross traffic packet sizes (40bytes, 550bytes, and 1500bytes). The probing packet size is 400bytes. The percentage of 40bytes, 550bytes and 1500bytes packets in aggregated cross traffic is 50%, 25% and 25%, respectively, which are similar to [80]. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the good performance of Packet Triplet’s filtering process in mining the correct path capacity estimation, while the distribution of estimation is rather in the “discrete” form because of cross traffic of certain sizes, especially for heavy load (60% and 80%), as compared with the “continuous” dispersion in Fig. 3.7.
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We compared Packet Triplet with CapProbe [85], which uses Packet Pair to probe the path. The experimental setting for evaluating CapProbe is the same as those for Packet Triplet. Table 3.2 summarizes the result. For light and medium load (20\% and 40\%), CapProbe converges faster than Packet Triplet. However, for heavy load (60\% and 80\%), Packet Triplet converges faster than CapProbe. In CapProbe, an undistorted sample (which means its packet pair dispersion $\Delta$ satisfies $\Delta = L/C$, where $C$ is path capacity) could even be regarded as incorrect sample because the

Figure 3.9: Packet Triplet Estimation (Mbps) for cross traffic size in triform distribution, (a) 20\% cross traffic load, (b) 40\% cross traffic load, (c) 60\% cross traffic load, (d) 80\% cross traffic load
sample may not satisfy the minimum delay sum condition. For example, a pair of probing packets could be queued back-to-back due to cross traffic in bottleneck link buffer, therefore, experiencing a correct dispersion after leaving the bottleneck link. So the minimum delay sum condition is not satisfied because of queueing delay in bottleneck link, even if two probing packets can arrive at the endpoint with the correct dispersion. As the path load increase, this problem becomes more serious. Since Packet Triplet is solely based on the packet dispersion, this problem does not occur.

In the experiment, CapProbe is superior to Packet Triplet in terms of accuracy, only because CapProbe measurement will not be affected by the the clock drift, which does not exist between the two ends of the path in ns-2 simulation environment.

### 3.6 Summary

Packet Pair is less effective in path capacity estimation when the cross traffic load varies. In this section, we introduce and study a new active path capacity measurement technique, called Packet Triplet. Three same size packets are sent to probe the path of interests. Packet Triplet uses the difference between two dispersions found between consecutive probing packets to filter out inaccurate samples that are distorted by cross traffic.

Our experimental results showed that Packet Triplet is able to estimate the path capacity accurately and effectively under different cross traffic load. The comparison between Packet Triplet and CapProbe shows that when the cross traffic load is heavy, Packet Triplet converge faster than CapProbe. This feature is especially useful in the
environment where the path capacity changes frequently, for example for wireless links.

Packet Triplet is easy to implement, as it is an end-to-end technique, which has no requirement of the participation of intermediate nodes in the path. It is also a friendly technique that will not aggravate the load of the probed network path.
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Packet Loss and Congestion State in TCP Veno

4.1 Overview

TCP Veno relies on round-trip delay to estimate the network congestion state. The estimated congestion state is used to infer the reason packet loss in heterogeneous environment: congestion loss or wireless transmission error. Based on the result of estimation and inference, TCP Veno carries out its refined congestion window reduce scheme and additive increase mechanism, aiming at improving TCP throughput in heterogeneous environment.

A previous work [25] has shown that it is TCP Veno’s packet loss distinguishing and congestion window reducing scheme that contribute to improved throughput performance for TCP Veno compared to its additive increase algorithm. The improvement due to refined additive increase is slight in TCP Veno [25].
In this section, we revisit the congestion state estimation and packet loss distinguishing in TCP Veno in different network conditions. We study TCP Veno’s performance when coexisting with TCP Reno connections under different cross traffic load. We observed that in some cases the accuracy in determining the cause of congestion loss using congestion state estimated is low when the network is heavily loaded. We revealed that the problem is due to the reason of congestion state underestimation [74].

We also investigate the effect of aggregation of multiple TCP Veno flows in different network conditions. By releasing the restriction of congestion loss rate, we observed that TCP Veno yields very different features of interest that had never been covered by the study of [10].

We define performance metrics in Section 4.2. In section 4.3, we introduce the experiment setting. In section 4.4, we evaluate the congestion state measurement and packet loss distinguishing accuracy. In section 4.5, we make a summary of our investigation.

### 4.2 Performance Metrics

In TCP Veno, the judgment of whether a packet loss is due to network congestion or wireless transmission error is deduced by the estimation of network state. Some exceptions that we cannot perceive may occur, resulting in erroneous diagnosis: the actual network state could be associated with an irrelevant packet loss or a packet loss is linked with the network state that is mistakenly inferred.

We define two performance metrics to evaluate the accuracy of different packet
loss recognitions:

- $P_{N \geq \beta | c}$: This metric is the conditional probability of identifying a packet loss as congestion loss given that it is due to congestion. It indicates the accuracy of congestion loss distinguishing.

- $P_{N < \beta | w}$: This metric is the conditional probability of identifying a packet loss as random loss given that it is random loss. It indicates the accuracy of random loss distinguishing.

We substitute $P_{N \geq \beta | c}$ with $P_{c | c}$ and substitute $P_{N < \beta | w}$ with $P_{w | w}$ in the rest of this thesis.

In addition, we introduce the following metrics that will be employed for purpose of analysis in the rest of this thesis.

- $P_{N \geq \beta}$: This metric indicates the probability of $N \geq \beta$.

- $P_{N < \beta}$: This metric indicates the probability of $N < \beta$.

The value of $N$ is sampled at the end of each tagged RTT during TCP Veno’s congestion avoidance phase. For accuracy, the sampling is done throughout the lifetime of each TCP Veno connection and then we calculate the above metrics from sampled data. Since the congestion state estimation in TCP Veno is done during the congestion avoidance phase, in which the increment speed of congestion window depends on the congestion state the network is supposed to be in, the metric $P_{N \geq \beta}$ and $P_{N < \beta}$ thus approximately reflect the statistical feature and the “shape” of TCP Veno’s congestion avoidance phase.

\[ ^{1}\text{Note that } P_{N \geq \beta} = 1 - P_{N < \beta}. \]
We will later see that these metrics play crucial role in the investigation and analysis of TCP Veno’s packet loss distinguishing.

### 4.3 Experiment Settings

In our experiments, we constructed two different network models. The first network model is used to investigate bandwidth sharing between TCP Veno and TCP Reno. This model has two different scenarios. In scenario 1, a TCP Veno connection and a TCP Reno connection share the bottleneck link with cross traffic between R1 and R2. In scenario 2, two Reno connections share the bottleneck link with cross traffic between R1 and R2.

The second network model consists of multiple TCP Veno connections sharing a bottleneck link, which we use for investigating the effect of aggregation of multiple TCP Veno flows in different network conditions.

Note that the parameters defined in the next section are applied in the rest of this thesis.

#### 4.3.1 The network model of Bandwidth sharing between TCP Veno and TCP Reno

To compare TCP Veno’s performance when it co-exists with TCP Reno connections under different cross traffic load, the experimental model is constructed as shown in Fig. 4.1.

As Fig. 4.1 shows, the link between R1 and R2 is a wired bottleneck link. The bottleneck link uses FIFO queueing discipline. The links between R2 and all TCP
sinks are simulated as wireless links. The aggregating Pareto [68] cross traffic sources with shape parameters of $1.7 \ (< 2)$ produce Long Range Dependent (LRD) traffic.

Let $\tau$ denote the one way latency of bottleneck link, which does not include queueing delay; $B$ represents the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. $\mu$ is the buffer size of the bottleneck link. The links between R2 and all TCP sinks are simulated as wireless links, with 2Mbps bandwidth [13], 0.1ms propagation delay and buffer size of 50 assigned. Let $\gamma$ be the random loss rate (number of error packets/s) over wireless link. The links between R1 and TCP sources represent the wired links with 10Mbps bandwidth, 0.1ms round-trip time, and buffer size of 50. All the parameters are applied in the forward and backward direction.

Let CL be the cross traffic load (i.e., the percentage of bottleneck capacity approximately occupied by cross traffic). In this network model, we use different CL and $\gamma$ to simulate different network conditions. Each experiment runs for 500 seconds.

$\mu$, $B$ and $\tau$ take 28, 4Mbps and 60ms, respectively. The buffer size of all the other links are set to 50 by default. These setting are applied for scenario 1 and scenario 2.
In scenario 1, the packet size of TCP Veno and TCP Reno connection is 1460 bytes. The links between TCP sources and R1 are assigned with 10 Mbps and 0.1 ms one-way propagation delay in both directions. The wireless links between R2 and TCP sink have 2 Mbps capacity and 0.01 ms one-way propagation delay in both directions. In scenario 2, the packet size of two TCP Reno connections are 1460 bytes, the other settings are same as scenario 1.

### 4.3.2 Multiple TCP Veno connections

The model we use for studying the aggregation of multiple TCP Veno flows is shown in Fig. 4.2. Multiple TCP Veno connections start synchronously and run in a heterogeneous wired/wireless environment and share the same wired link between R1 and R2.

![Figure 4.2: Experiment Topology](image)

In this experiment, we calculate performance metrics according to the logged information. The simulation time is 1010 seconds. Each connection has a lifetime of 1000 seconds and always has data to send. The packet size of TCP Veno connections is 1460 bytes. We vary $\mu$, $\tau$ and $B$, respectively, to simulate different network conditions.
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For clarity and convenience of analysis, when any one of these parameters is varied, the others are kept constant.

Unlike the experiment in [10], in our experiment congestion loss rate is not kept constant.

The parameter settings in the experiments are summarized as follows:

- $\gamma$ is set to 1%. The experiment result with other values are similar.

- $\tau$ range from 5ms to 125ms, which means the round trip propagation delay is in the range 10ms to 250ms. When $\tau$ is fixed, we only show the result for $\tau = 50ms$, because the results with other values are similar.

- $\mu$ is set in the range 5 to 40. When $\mu$ is kept constant, we set it to 15.

- $B$ is in the range 200kbps to 4Mbps. When $B$ is kept constant, we set it to 4Mbps.

- $N_c$ is the number of TCP Veno connection. $N_c$ is set to 3 by default.

4.4 Bandwidth sharing between TCP Veno and TCP Reno

Table. 4.1, Table. 4.2 and Table. 4.3\(^2\) (in page: 74, 75, 76) summarized the results for CL of 30%, 50% and 70% respectively in scenario 1. We can observe the following characters: a) $P_{c|e}$ decreases and $P_{w|w}$ increases when CL is increased.

\(^2\)In these tables, $NUM_W$ is number of all random loss; $NUM_{W,N\geq\beta}$ is number of random loss in case of $N \geq \beta$; $NUM_{W,N<\beta}$ is number of random loss in case of $N < \beta$; $NUM_C$ is number of all congestion loss; $NUM_{C,N\geq\beta}$ is number of congestion loss in case of $N \geq \beta$; $NUM_{C,N<\beta}$ is number of congestion loss in case of $N < \beta$. 
## Table 4.1: Experiment results for loss distinguishing in TCP Veno, $CL = 30\%$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>TCP Veno</th>
<th>TCP Reno</th>
<th>$P_{\text{cl}}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{ewf}}$</th>
<th>Actual Type of Packet Loss</th>
<th>Random Loss</th>
<th>Congestion Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{NUM}_{W}$, $\gamma \geq \beta$</td>
<td>$\text{NUM}_{W}$, $\gamma &lt; \beta$</td>
<td>$\text{NUM}_{C}$, $\gamma \geq \beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Singapore Copyright Act applies to the use of this document. Nanyang Technological University Library.
Table 4.2: Experiment results for loss distinguishing in TCP Veno, $CL = 50\%$

| $\gamma$ | Throughput(Mbps) | Actual Type of Packet Loss | $P_{w|w}$ | $P_{c|c}$ |
|----------|------------------|-----------------------------|-----------|-----------|
|          | TCP Veno         | TCP Reno                    | NUM$_{W}$ | NUM$_{W,N \geq \beta}$ | NUM$_{W,N < \beta}$ | NUM$_{C}$ | NUM$_{C,N \geq \beta}$ | NUM$_{C,N < \beta}$ | P$_{w|w}$ | P$_{c|c}$ |
| 0        | 1.041            | 0.909                       | 0         | 0         | 0         | 278       | 173       | 105       | N/A     | 0.622  |
| 0.002    | 0.967            | 0.802                       | 62        | 17        | 45        | 248       | 157       | 91        | 0.726   | 0.633  |
| 0.004    | 1.007            | 0.822                       | 115       | 22        | 93        | 241       | 122       | 119       | 0.809   | 0.506  |
| 0.006    | 1.027            | 0.781                       | 217       | 25        | 192       | 188       | 73        | 115       | 0.885   | 0.388  |
| 0.008    | 1.032            | 0.777                       | 326       | 28        | 298       | 158       | 81        | 77        | 0.914   | 0.513  |
| 0.01     | 1.041            | 0.69                        | 365       | 31        | 334       | 141       | 56        | 85        | 0.915   | 0.392  |
Table 4.3: Experiment results for loss distinguishing in TCP Veno, $CL = 70\%$

| γ   | Throughput(Mbps) | TCP Veno | TCP Reno | Num of Random Loss | Num of Congestion Loss | $P_{w|w}$ | $P_{c|c}$ |
|-----|------------------|----------|----------|-------------------|------------------------|-----------|----------|
|     |                  | NUM$_W$  | NUM$_W,N\geq\beta$ | NUM$_W,N<\beta$ | NUM$_C$ | NUM$_C,N\geq\beta$ | NUM$_C,N<\beta$ |           |
| 0   | 0.714 0.570      | 0 0      | 0         | 387 58 329        | N/A     | 0.15                  |
| 0.002| 0.746 0.556      | 44 3     | 41        | 386 45 341        | 0.931   | 0.117                 |
| 0.004| 0.708 0.560      | 83 4     | 79        | 386 42 344        | 0.952   | 0.109                 |
| 0.006| 0.748 0.527      | 131 6    | 125       | 343 22 321        | 0.954   | 0.064                 |
| 0.008| 0.692 0.531      | 179 8    | 171       | 334 23 311        | 0.955   | 0.069                 |
| 0.01 | 0.681 0.488      | 203 8    | 195       | 287 32 255        | 0.961   | 0.111                 |
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b) $P_{w|w}$ increases and $P_{c|c}$ exhibits fluctuation with the increase of $\gamma$, while CL is constant. c) When the network is heavily congested ($CL = 70\%$), TCP Veno is unable to differentiate between congestion loss and wireless loss ($P_{c|c}$ is very small).

(a) Let us look at the first observation. Referring to definition in [25], the backlog can be written as term $cwnd \times (1 - BaseRTT/VRTT)$. When a TCP Veno connection is established in a heavily loaded network, $BaseRTT$ may be overestimated and thus the term $(1 - BaseRTT/VRTT)$ is smaller than the actual value. Consequently, the backlog is underestimated, resulting in misclassification of the cause of packet loss. Moreover, since TCP Veno connection occupies only a small fraction of total network capacity - about 15% of bottleneck capacity, the impact of this connection on congestion level is insignificant. This implies that $BaseRTT$ may still be overestimated even though TCP Veno drops congestion window to reduce the rate, because the network is not out of congestive state. The reason for increasing trends of $P_{w|w}$ can be explained as follows. If a random loss occurs when the network is in congestion state (at least b packets are queueing up in bottleneck buffer and buffer is not overflowed), the random loss will be regarded as congestion loss. Recall that on one hand, as CL increases, underestimation of network congestion state worsens the accuracy of congestion loss distinguishing.

(b) In the second observation, $P_{w|w}$ increases and $P_{c|c}$ exhibits fluctuation with increase in $\gamma$ with CL constant. Frequent occurrence of random loss reduces the chance for TCP Veno to reach congestion state, thus reduces the probability of identifying random loss as congestion loss. We can see that under relatively small CL (30%, 50%), this trend is more significant than under extremely heavy CL (70%), because
a TCP flow which uses a very small fraction of network capacity makes minimal influence on network state, as what we have discussed above. Heavy cross traffic load and random loss results in small $P_{clc}$ and large $P_{w|w}$.

(c). Third observation is that $P_{clc}$ reduces with increase in CL. In extreme case that CL is 70% and $\gamma$ is 0, $P_{clc}$ is 0.15. It implies that only one in about each 7 congestion losses is accurately classified while the other 6 are misdiagnosed as random losses and correspondingly, congestion window is dropped only by 1/5. In such a case, one may think that a TCP Veno connection is very aggressive due to its low accuracy of congestion loss distinguishing and will grab more bandwidth resource from the co-existing TCP Reno connection. However, we found that in such an extreme case, TCP Veno can still keep its characteristic of compatibility - TCP Veno continues to work friendly with TCP Reno without "stealing" the bandwidth from TCP Reno. The congestion window of TCP Veno has been heavily restricted by frequent congestion losses in case of extreme heavy load. Thus, the difference between congestion window dropping by 1/2 and 1/5 is insignificant. For example, in Fig. 4.4, when CL is 70%, the average congestion window of the TCP Veno connection is only about 5.1 while the average congestion window of the TCP Reno connection is 4.9. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the picture of congestion window evolution for a TCP Reno and a TCP Veno connection and queue-length fluctuation for CL of 70% without artificially introducing random loss.

On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 4.3, TCP Reno has the opportunity to increase its window size (e.g., around time slot 174s) beyond TCP Veno (Fig. 4.3(a)), although sometime (e.g. around time slot 178s) TCP Veno can maintain higher win-
Figure 4.3: TCP Veno/TCP Reno congestion window vs bottleneck queue length (no random loss) CL = 70%

A window size due to misclassification of packet loss when the network is heavily congested (Fig. 4.3(a) and Fig. 4.4). For instance, we found that around time slot 174s when a congestion loss took place but was diagnosed as random loss, TCP Veno tried to achieve more efficient utilization by the smaller window-dropping factor of 1/5. This in turn expedited the advent of next congestion loss, which will be misdiagnosed again. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.4, it can be seen that Time-Out occurs with higher frequency, making either TCP Veno or TCP Reno connection drop its congestion
window to 1 and meanwhile giving other connections a chance to resynchronize their throughput. All these make TCP Veno’s average congestion window comparable with the average congestion window of TCP Reno.

![Figure 4.4: TCP Veno and TCP Reno Congestion window evolution (no random loss)](image)

Figure 4.4: TCP Veno and TCP Reno Congestion window evolution (no random loss)

![Figure 4.5: TCP Veno and TCP Reno throughput vs. avg throughput of Two TCP Reno connections](image)

Figure 4.5: TCP Veno and TCP Reno throughput vs. avg throughput of Two TCP Reno connections

To verify the above statement, we do the experiment (scenario 2) with two TCP Reno connections rather than a TCP Veno and a TCP Reno connection, keeping the other setting in the aforementioned scenario 1 unchanged. The average throughput of
two TCP Reno connections under different CL (0, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%) are compared with the throughput of the TCP Reno and TCP Veno connection in scenario 1, γ is 0. As Fig. 4.5 depicts, the performance of TCP Reno in scenario 1 is scarcely impacted by TCP Veno, as compared with the average throughput of two TCP Reno connections.

4.5 Evaluation of Multiple TCP Veno model

4.5.1 Effect of Buffer Size

![Graph showing the accuracy of loss identification against buffer size](image)

Figure 4.6: $P_{\text{clc}}$ and $P_{\text{wuw}}$ versus bottleneck buffer size

We first evaluate the effect of buffer size on TCP Veno’s packet loss identification. As Fig. 4.6 illustrates, $P_{\text{clc}}$ increases while $P_{\text{wuw}}$ decreases with increase in $\mu$, when the other parameters are kept constant. We note that in this experiment, as the buffer size increases, the congestion loss rate of TCP Veno connections decrease. This is
different from [10], in which the authors artificially kept the congestion loss rate constant by adjusting the load of background traffic load. Thus, the corresponding analysis model proposed in [10] cannot be applied here.

In order to explain the observation, we refer to the metrics $P_{N \geq \beta}$ and $P_{N < \beta}$. We observed that increasing of $\mu$ lead to increase of $P_{N \geq \beta}$ and i.e. the decrease of $P_{N < \beta}$, as illustrates in Fig. 4.7. The reason can be explained as follows. Let $N_{\max}$ be the maximum $N$ that a TCP Veno connection can meet in one of its congestion avoidance phase and so the $cwnd_{\max}$ accordingly. So we have

$$N_{\max} = cwnd_{\max} \times (1 - \frac{BaseRTT}{VRTT})$$

As the buffer size increases while other parameters are kept constant, the buffering ability of the path increases, so $cwnd_{\max}$ increases and thus increases $N_{\max}$. Moreover, as the congestion window increases linearly, variation trends for $P_{N \geq \beta}$ thus follows the variation of the term $\frac{N_{\max} - 3}{N_{\max}}$, which increases when the buffer size increases.
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Due to the definition of $P_{N \geq \beta}$, the larger $P_{N \geq \beta}$ implies that a TCP Veno connection can operate longer in the region of congestion and thus the probability that loss due to congestion in this region increases, which means $P_{c|c}$ increases. On the other hand, the probability that the loss due to wireless transmission error in the region of congestion also increases, and so $P_{w|w}$ decreases.

In order to show the above effect clearly, we conducted a scenario of a single TCP Veno connection in the absence of random loss, as Fig. 4.8 illustrates. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the TCP Veno congestion window when the buffer size is 10, and Fig. 4.8(b) shows the TCP Veno congestion window evolution when the buffer is 30. From the figures, we can see that when the buffer size is increased, the proportion of congestion duration that a TCP Veno connection experiences in a congestion avoidance phase increases.

Figure 4.8: TCP Veno’s congestion window Evaluation versus different bottleneck buffer size, (a), $\mu = 10$; (b), $\mu = 30$
4.5.2 Effect of Bottleneck bandwidth

We also explore the performance of packet loss identification with different bottleneck bandwidth \((B)\). As Fig. 4.9 shows, \(P_{c|c}\) increases and \(P_{w|w}\) decreases when \(B\) increases. Similar to the effect of buffer size, we observed the increase of \(P_{N≥\beta}\) when \(B\) increase from 100kbps to 4Mbps, which can be used to explain the result of evaluation in this par, as Fig. 4.10 illustrates. The result is different from that of similar experiment in [10], in which they claimed that \(P_{c|c}\) decreases and \(P_{w|w}\) increases when \(B\) increases. Their conclusions however is drawn from the restriction that they kept the congestion loss rate constant.

In fact, this observation can be indirectly explained by our observation and conclusion in [74]: increasing the bottleneck bandwidth increases the fair share of each TCP Veno connection and thus decrease the probability of congestion state underestimation, and vice versa.
4.5.3 Effect of Number of TCP Veno connections

We consider the effect of concurrent TCP Veno connections on the packet loss identification. We increase the TCP Veno connections from 3 to 11. The experiment with more connections has similar result. Fig. 4.11 shows the result: $P_{c}$ decreases and $P_{w}$ increases when the number of TCP Veno connections increases.

Increasing the number of connections decreases the bandwidth share of each connection, the result can also be explained using the aforementioned analysis about $P_{N \geq \beta}$ or congestion state underestimation.

4.5.4 Effect of RTT on packet loss identification

In this section, we investigate the effect of different RTT on TCP Veno’s packet loss identification. Fig. 4.13 illustrates that $P_{c}$ decreases and $P_{w}$ increases when RTT increases.
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Figure 4.11: $P_{clc}$ and $P_{w|w}$ versus number of TCP Veno connections

The observations can be explained by the following mathematical analysis. The TCP Veno backlog $N = cwnd \times (1 - \frac{\text{BaseRTT}}{VRTT})$ can be reconstructed as:

$$N = cwnd \times (1 - \frac{\text{BaseRTT}}{\text{BaseRTT} + \Delta RTT})$$

(4.1)

where $\Delta RTT$ is the delay due to congestion.

Referring to $N = cwnd \times (1 - \frac{\text{BaseRTT}}{VRTT})$, we denote $cwnd_\beta$ as the congestion window when the backlog $N$ equals to threshold $\beta$, and so the $\Delta RTT_\beta$. So we have

$$\beta = cwnd_\beta \times (1 - \frac{\text{BaseRTT}}{\text{BaseRTT} + \Delta RTT_\beta})$$

(4.2)

Similarly, let $cwnd_{max}$ be the maximum congestion window when a packet loss occurs, and so the $N_{max}$ and $\Delta RTT_{max}$. We have

$$N_{max} = cwnd_{max} \times (1 - \frac{\text{BaseRTT}}{\text{BaseRTT} + \Delta RTT_{max}})$$

(4.3)

As Fig. 4.12 shows, the variation of $\frac{cwnd_\beta}{cwnd_{max}}$ reflects the variation of $P_{N \geq \beta}$ and
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Figure 4.12: TCP Veno’s Congestion Avoidance

Figure 4.13: $P_{c|c}$ and $P_{w|w}$ versus RTT

$P_{N<\beta}$. That is, the larger value of $\frac{cwnd_\beta}{cwnd_{max}}$ implies a larger $P_{N<\beta}$ and thus smaller $P_{N\geq\beta}$ and vice versa.

The term $\frac{cwnd_\beta}{cwnd_{max}}$ is:

$$\frac{cwnd_\beta}{cwnd_{max}} = \frac{\beta}{N_{max}} \times \frac{\Delta RTT_{max}}{\Delta RTT_\beta} \times \frac{2\tau + \Delta RTT_\beta}{2\tau + \Delta RTT_{max}} \quad (4.4)$$

where $2\tau$ is approximately the BaseRTT.

As $\mu$ and $B$ are kept constant and the congestion window increase linearly, $N_{max}$,
\(\Delta RTT_\beta\) and \(\Delta RTT_{\text{max}}\) in equation 4.4 is thus fixed. As \(\tau\) increases, the third term \(\frac{2\tau + \Delta RTT_\beta}{2\tau + \Delta RTT_{\text{max}}}\) on the right side of equation 4.4 increases, so \(\frac{cwnd_\beta}{cwnd_{\text{max}}}\) increases.

![Figure 4.14: \(P_{N \geq \beta}\) versus RTT](image)

We can conclude not only from the above analysis but also from the experiments that \(P_{N \geq \beta}\) decreases and \(P_{N < \beta}\) when \(RTT\) increases, which can explain the experiment result illustrated by Fig. 4.13 – the decrease of \(P_{N \geq \beta}\) predicts the decrease of \(P_{\text{cl}c}\); while the increases of \(P_{N < \beta}\) implies the increase of \(P_{w|w}\). The \(P_{N \geq \beta}\) sampled from the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.14.
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TCP Veno enhancement

5.1 Overview

In this section, we discuss the impact of bursty congestion on TCP Veno. Authors in [13] claimed that the transient congestion is a reason of misclassification for packet loss since a transient congestion loss is similar to a random wireless loss. We found that frequent transient congestion leads to poor quality of congestion loss identification and results in aggressive behavior of TCP Veno. In addition, the “step” congestion is another reason that was not mentioned in [13] and probably makes TCP Veno aggressive as well. The reason is that TCP Veno’s congestion state estimation scheme is incapable of tracing a sudden increase of congestion level if such increase (either transient or “step”) occurs within most recent round-trip time. Based on this observation, our definition of bursty congestion therefore consists of two parts. One is transient congestion, another is “step” congestion.

The congestion state measurement in TCP Veno often lags slightly behind the
current network state. This appears to be an inherent drawback in the presence of steep increase of network load (bursty congestion), as TCP Veno cannot associate the current fluctuation of congestion level with the packet loss due to buffer overflow, leading to incorrect inference as to the cause of packet loss. There are at least two scenarios when this condition occurs: 1) the transient congestion that last for less than one round trip delay; 2) “step-like jump” increase in network congestion level. The congestion lasts for more than one round-trip time. Unlike transient congestion, such “step” congestion can be recognized after a tagged RTT. Transient congestion and “step” congestion are defined as bursty congestion.

We propose an enhanced TCP Veno, called TCP Veno enhancement, which can track the dynamic of network congestion level. We develop a statistical model of TCP Veno throughput, which is the function of accuracy of packet loss identification. Experimental results demonstrate that the quality of identification of congestion loss in TCP Veno enhancement is improved in network with bursty congestion. We show that there is a tradeoff for our modification between accuracy of congestion loss identification and accuracy of wireless loss identification. Moreover, we observed that TCP Veno using our solution, TCP Veno enhancement, yields better friendliness while it competes with other TCP connections.
5.1.1 Impact of Bursty Congestion

Revisit Congestion Estimation In TCP Veno

TCP Veno uses $diff$ to estimate the number of packets accumulated in bottleneck buffer. Let $N$ be the backlog at the bottleneck queue. We have

$$N = diff \times BaseRTT = cwnd \times (1 - BaseRTT/VRTT) \quad (5.1)$$

TCP Veno assign a backlog threshold ($\beta$) \footnote{In TCP Veno and TCP Veno enhancement, $\beta$ is set to 3} to be the crossover point for differentiating between non-congestive and congestive state. If $N < \beta$ when a packet loss is detected, the network is supposed to be in non-congestive state and the packet loss is identified as random loss. If $N \geq \beta$, the network is believed to be congested and the packet loss is identified as congestion loss.

The Problem

In equation. 5.2, the smoothed average round-trip time $VRTT$ is calculated as:

$$VRTT = v_{sumRTT}/v_{cntRTT} \quad (5.2)$$

We define the round-trip time taken by TCP Veno to send a window of data segments and have all the ack back as tagged RTT. The data segment with largest sequence number within this tagged RTT is defined as tagged segment. Within the tagged RTT, for each data segment and its received ack, TCP Veno calculates the fine RTT, cumulatively adds it to $v_{sumRTT}$ and adds $v_{cntRTT}$ by one until the sequence number of received ack is larger than the sequence number of tagged data
segment, indicating that a tagged RTT is finished and next tagged round is starting. By using equation 5.2 to average $v_{\text{sumRTT}}$ of finished tagged RTT, we get $V_{RTT}$.

In other words, TCP Veno is using the estimation obtained in the last finished tagged RTT to predict the current network congestion state. When there is no congestion or the variation of congestion level is smooth and slow, such lag effect is insignificant. However, if there are abrupt change of network traffic load, the estimation of backlog in the previous RTT may not be able to reflect the queueing size in bottleneck buffer that has been drastically changed (increasing or decreasing) in the current RTT, leading to misclassification of packet loss. For example, if the network state was estimated to be non-congested (i.e. $N < \beta$) during the finished tagged RTT, while currently the queueing size in the bottleneck buffer is suddenly stepped up by the incoming traffic, the packet loss due to the buffer overflow in the current RTT will be wrongly identified as wireless loss.

### 5.2 TCP Veno enhancement Mechanism

To detect the bursty congestion, we modified congestion state measurement and loss identification scheme in TCP Veno. The enhanced TCP Veno is called TCP Veno enhancement. The basic idea is that if we can instantly trace the abrupt change of queue size in the bottleneck buffer within the current tagged round, it is possible for us to distinguish between loss due to bursty congestion and wireless loss. We define a new metric $N_{\text{inst}}$, which is calculated by

$$N_{\text{inst}} = \text{cwnd} \times (1 - \text{baseRTT}/V_{RTT_{\text{inst}}}) \quad (5.3)$$
where $V_{RTT}_{inst}$ is smoothed RTT for each data segment and its received ack measured in current tagged RTT. We use a low-pass filter to calculate $V_{RTT}_{inst}$. The low-pass filter is an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) [63]. The calculation is as follows:

Algorithm 3 The calculation of $V_{RTT}_{inst}$

\[
\text{if } (v_{cntRTT} = 1) \text{ then} \\
V_{RTT}_{inst} = MRTT \{\text{This is the first received ack after the finished tagged RTT}\} \\
\text{else if } (v_{cntRTT} > 1) \text{ then} \\
V_{RTT}_{inst} = \alpha MRTT + (1 - \alpha) V_{RTT}_{inst} \\
\text{end if}
\]

where $MRTT$ is the round trip time measured for each data segment and its received ack. Here we set $\alpha$ to 0.2, with which 80% of each new $V_{RTT}_{inst}$ comes from the previous measurement and 20% is from the current estimation. Of TCP Reno’s smoothed RTT estimator, $\alpha$ is recommended to be 0.9 [63], which is less sensitive than our filter to the variation of RTT. Because we need to smooth our measurement such that the estimate of $N_{inst}$ will not be too sensitive to tiny and fast change of queue length, but meanwhile, hope that $V_{RTT}_{inst}$ won’t response too slowly to the change of congestion state. At least, the response should be more sensitive than TCP Reno.

Our refined TCP Veno’s packet loss identification scheme is:

The possible situations of which $N$ and $N_{inst}$ take different values are summarized as follows: 1) If $N_{inst} \geq \beta$ and $N \geq \beta$, it is obvious that network is in congestive state. 2) If $N_{inst} \geq \beta$ and $N < \beta$, a bursty congestion episode takes place currently.
Algorithm 4 Refined packet loss identification scheme

\[
\text{if } (N_{\text{inst}} \geq \beta \text{ or } N \geq \beta) \text{ then}
\]

The packet loss is congestion loss;

\[
\text{else if } (N_{\text{inst}} < \beta \text{ and } N < \beta) \text{ then}
\]

The packet loss is wireless loss;

end if

right after the finished tagged RTT. 3) If \(N_{\text{inst}} < \beta \text{ and } N \geq \beta\), we claimed that the network is in congestive state, which is a decision more conservative than considering that the network is non-congested. 4) If \(N_{\text{inst}} < \beta \text{ and } N < \beta\), the network is deemed to be non-congested.

5.3 Effectiveness of Packet Loss labeling

We derive a mathematical model to reflect the effect of packet loss identification \(P_{\text{cl}}\) and \(P_{\text{w/u}}\) on TCP Veno throughput performance. For simplicity, we ignore the effect of timeout.

As aforementioned, TCP Veno’s additive window increase may go through two phases, one is the same as TCP Reno, increases the congestion window by \(1/w\) upon every ACK reception, another increases the congestion window by \(1/w\) upon every other ACK reception. The window is increased as follows:

\[
w_s(n + 1) = \begin{cases} 
  w_s(n) + \frac{1}{W} & \text{if } N < \beta \\
  w_s(n) + \frac{1}{2W(1-x)} & \text{if } N \geq \beta 
\end{cases} 
\tag{5.4}
\]

where \(N\) is the backlog and \(\beta\) is the threshold for packet loss identification; \(x = 0 \text{ or } 1\), indicating that in case of \(N \geq \beta\), window increase by \(1/W\) every other ACK reception.
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So the expected increment of the congestion window \( W \) per update step is

\[
E[\Delta W_+] = \frac{1}{W} (P_{N<\beta} + \frac{1}{2} P_{N \geq \beta}) (1 - P_c) (1 - P_w)
\]

\[
= \frac{A}{W}
\]

(5.5)

where \( P_c \) is congestion loss probability, \( P_w \) is wireless loss probability, \( P_{N \geq \beta} \) is the probability of \( N \geq \beta \), \( P_{N<\beta} \) is the probability of \( N < \beta \) and \( A = (P_{N<\beta} + \frac{1}{2} P_{N \geq \beta}) (1 - P_c) (1 - P_w) \)

When TCP Veno detects packet loss, the window \( W \) is decreased according to:

\[
\Delta W = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{5} W & \text{if } N < \beta \\
\frac{1}{2} W & \text{if } N \geq \beta 
\end{cases}
\]

(5.6)

So the expected decrement of the congestion window \( W \) per update step is

\[
E[\Delta W_-] = W \left( \frac{1}{5}(P_w P_{w|w} + P_c P_{c|w}) + \frac{1}{2}(P_c P_{c|c} + P_w P_{c|w}) \right)
\]

\[
= WD
\]

(5.7)

where \( D = \frac{1}{5}(P_w P_{w|w} + P_c P_{w|c}) + \frac{1}{2}(P_c P_{c|c} + P_w P_{c|w}) \).

The expected change in the congestion window per update step is:

\[
E[\Delta W] = \frac{A}{W} - WD
\]

(5.8)

For TCP Veno, the interval \( \nu \) between update steps is approximately:

\[
\nu = \frac{RTT}{W}
\]

(5.9)

The expected change in the sending rate \( r \) per unit time is approximately\(^2\):

\[
\frac{dr(t)}{dt} = \frac{A}{RTT^2} - r^2(t)D
\]

\(^2r(t) = \frac{W(t)}{RTT}\)
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By rearranging and integrating we have:

\[ \int_0^{r(t)} \frac{dr(t)}{RTT - r^2(t)} = \int_0^{t} dt \]  

(5.11)

where \( \rho \) depends on initial conditions and \( a \) is given by

\[ a = \frac{1}{RTT} \sqrt{AD} \]  

(5.12)

The steady state throughput of TCP Veno is thus given by:

\[ r_V = \lim_{t \to \infty} r(t) = \frac{1}{RTT} \sqrt{\frac{A}{D}} \]

\[ = \frac{1}{RTT} \sqrt{\frac{(P_{N<\beta} + \frac{1}{2}P_{N\geq\beta})(1 - P_c)(1 - P_w)}{\frac{1}{5}(P_wP_{w|w} + P_cP_{w|c}) + \frac{1}{2}(P_cP_{c|c} + P_wP_{c|w})}} \]  

(5.13)

Equation. (5.15) reveals the effect of accurate packet loss identification on TCP Veno’s throughput. We assume that the packet loss rate, \( P_{N<\beta} \) and \( P_{N\geq\beta} \) are fixed, thus the higher value of \( P_{w|w} \) (the accuracy of random loss identification) leads to higher throughput, while higher value of \( P_{c|c} \) leads to lower throughput. This has been demonstrated by our experiment, where we can see that superior accuracy of loss identification of TCP Veno enhancement reduce the throughput slightly as compared with TCP Veno. But on the other hand, improvement in accuracy of loss

\[^3\text{The integrating is according to } \int \frac{dx}{a^2 - x^2} = \frac{1}{2a} \ln |\frac{a+x}{a-x}| + \rho \]
identification make TCP Veno enhancement more friendliness towards TCP Reno connections compared to TCP Veno.

5.4 Experimental Setting

We compare the accuracy of packet loss identification in TCP Veno enhancement with TCP Veno. Comparisons are done with different round trip delay, different bottleneck buffer size and different background traffic rate. We also investigated how the modification affects TCP Veno’s performance of friendliness and fairness, with co-existing TCP Reno connections.

Fig. 5.1 illustrates the hybrid wired/wireless network topology, which is same as the topology shown in Fig 4.1. The link between R1 and R2 represents the wired bottleneck link. $\mu$ indicates the buffer size of bottleneck link; $\tau$ denotes the one way latency (does not include queueing delay) of bottleneck link; $B$ is the bandwidth of bottleneck link. All the parameters are applied for both forward and backward direction. The links between R2 and TCP sinks represent the wireless links, with 2Mbps bandwidth, 0.1ms round-trip time and buffer size of 50 assigned. Let $\gamma$ be the wireless error rate in unit of packet. The links between R1 and TCP sources represent the wired links with 10Mbps bandwidth, 0.1 ms round-trip time, and buffer size of 50. We use VBR (variable bit rate) traffic in Poisson distribution to produce the background traffic in bottleneck buffer. As Fig. 5.1 shows, the aggregated background traffic enter into network at R1, traverse through the bottleneck link, and leave from R2.

To investigate the fairness in multiple TCP connection scenario, we use the fairness
Figure 5.1: The Simulation Topology

index [70]:

\[
FairnessIndex = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |T_i - Avg|}{2(n-1)Avg}
\]

where \(T_i\) is the throughput of \(i\)th TCP flow, \(Avg\) is average throughput of all TCP flows, and \(n\) is number of TCP flows. This fairness index is shown to be more sensitive in response of throughput change than the fairness index proposed in [13].

5.5 Performance Evaluation

We conduct the following experiment to evaluate the efficiency of our refined packet loss identification scheme in response to different network conditions. Three TCP Veno connections share the bottleneck link with bursty background traffic. \(B\) is 4Mbps. Each connection transfers 40Mbytes of data from sources to sinks to ensure that corresponding metrics can be accurately exploited with enough data packets. TCP packet size is 1460bytes. We vary \(\mu, \tau\) and background traffic rate respectively. In the experiment, when any one of these parameters varies, the others are kept constant.
5.5.1 Impact of Bottleneck Buffer Size

First, we validate the performance of TCP Veno enhancement with different bottleneck buffer size. Fig. 5.2 illustrates average value of $P_{cl|c}$ and $P_{w|w}$ for TCP Veno and TCP Veno enhancement connections. As the figure shows, $P_{cl|c}$ is improved under different buffer size, while there is a little degradation in $P_{w|w}$.

We propose a simple mathematic analysis to explain the improved performance in congestion loss identification in TCP Veno enhancement. We introduce another variable $\tilde{N}$ for analysis. According to the refined packet loss identification scheme, we define the following substitution using $\tilde{N}$:

$$
\begin{cases}
N \geq \beta \text{ or } N_{inst} \geq \beta \rightarrow \tilde{N} = \max(N, N_{inst}) \\
N < \beta \text{ and } N_{inst} < \beta \rightarrow \tilde{N} = \max(N, N_{inst})
\end{cases}
$$

(5.16)

From equation 5.16, we can conclude that $\tilde{N} \geq N$. In another word, the new loss identification scheme is built on a metric ($\tilde{N}$) that is more sensitive to the increase of congestion than the one ($N$) used by the unmodified loss identification scheme.
Figure 5.3: The accuracy for different round trip delay, $\mu=15$, background traffic load=10%

As Fig. 5.2(a) shows, the accuracy of congestion loss identification is significantly improved. On the other hand, some wireless losses may occur during the episode of bursty congestion and are probably misclassified as congestion loss. Thus, using a loss identification scheme being more sensitive to congestion will also increase the opportunity of such wireless loss misclassification and thus, decrease the accuracy of wireless loss identification, as Fig. 5.2(b) illustrates.

5.5.2 Impact of RTT

Fig. 5.3 shows $P_{c|c}$ and $P_{w|w}$ in different round trip delay. BaseRTT can be written as $BaseRTT = 2\tau + \sigma$, where $\sigma$ is a delay variation, for example, the transmission time, the process time for packet in router or endpoint. Then, we have $\tilde{N} = cwnd \times (1 - \frac{2\tau + \sigma}{RTT + \Delta RTT})$ and $N = cwnd \times (1 - \frac{2\tau + \sigma}{RTT})$, where $\Delta RTT$ is a random variable that represents the smoothed variation of RTT, which can be zero or positive. Thus, \[
\frac{\partial \tilde{N}}{\partial \tau} = -cwnd \times \frac{2}{RTT + \Delta RTT} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial N}{\partial \tau} = -cwnd \times \frac{2}{RTT}.
\] Since $\frac{\partial \tilde{N}}{\partial \tau} < \frac{\partial N}{\partial \tau} < 0$, as $\tau$ increases,
the decreasing speed of $\tilde{N}$ is slower than $N$, given the other network parameters unchanged. As $P_{c|c}$ of TCP Veno and TCP Veno enhancement follow the trend of $\tilde{N}$ and $N$ respectively, we can expect that with increase of $\tau$, $P_{c|c}$ of TCP Veno enhancement drops slower than TCP Veno, just as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Furthermore, the decrease in $\tilde{N}$ also indicates that the probability of $\tilde{N} < \beta$ increases, which implies that the probability of wireless loss at congestive state ($\tilde{N} \geq \beta$) reduces. That’s why as RTT increases, the degradation in $P_{w|w}$ of TCP Veno enhancement become less significant, as compared with $P_{w|w}$ of TCP Veno, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(b).

![Graph](a)

![Graph](b)

Figure 5.4: The accuracy for different background traffic load, $\mu=15$, RTT=60ms

### 5.5.3 Impact of Traffic Load

We also compare the quality of packet loss identification between TCP Veno and TCP Veno enhancement under different background traffic load, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. As Fig. 5.4(a) shows, the congestion loss identification of TCP Veno enhancement outperforms TCP Veno, but $P_{c|c}$ of TCP Veno enhancement decreases
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Figure 5.5: The comparison of throughput and fairness, RTT=30ms

faster than that of TCP Veno as the background traffic load is increased. For $P_{w|w}$, the difference between TCP Veno enhancement and TCP Veno reduces with the increasing of background traffic load, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The reason is that as the load of background traffic increases, the system is more likely to be maintained in persistent congestion rather than in "bursty" congestion. Thus, the probability of underestimation of congestion state, which leads to frequent misclassification of congestion loss and high accuracy of wireless loss identification, becomes significant in bursty congestion.

5.5.4 Friendliness to TCP Reno

So far, we have investigated the affect of our idea under different network conditions in the presence of bursty traffic, showing that $P_{c|c}$ can be efficiently improved in TCP Veno with our idea incorporated and $P_{w|w}$ is slightly reduced. It is reasonable to expect that the improvement of $P_{c|c}$ should enhance the friendliness of TCP
Veno enhancement in the presence of bursty congestion. We use two scenarios to do the investigation. For one scenario, two TCP Veno and two TCP Reno connections share the bottleneck link. For another scenario, two TCP Veno enhancement and two TCP Reno connections share the bottleneck link. In both scenarios, $\mu$ is 15, RTT=30ms, and TCP packet size is 1460 bytes. We experiment with different rates of background traffic, calculating the throughput and fairness index of TCP connections in two scenarios. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the results of throughput and fairness gathered from two scenarios. It is shown from the comparison in Fig. 5.5(a) and Fig. 5.5(b) that, friendliness of TCP Veno using refined control mechanism is improved.

5.6 Summary

TCP Veno makes use of measured congestion state to discriminate between different packet loss. We have shown that the measurement of congestion state in TCP Veno is not able to follow the fluctuation of bursty congestion, the packet loss due to such bursty congestion is likely to be misclassified. We propose a solution, called TCP Veno enhancement, to minimize this problem.

The experiment results show that our solution can significantly improve the accuracy of congestion loss identification in TCP Veno in the presence of bursty congestion, at the cost of a slight reduction in the accuracy of wireless loss identification. Moreover, we observed that friendliness of TCP Veno enhancement is improved, as compared with TCP Veno.
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Conclusions and Future work

6.1 Summary

In this thesis we firstly focus on how to determine the bottleneck bandwidth. Active measurement techniques like Packet Pair (which derive from the principle of self-clocking in TCPs congestion control) have been increasingly used to determine the bottleneck bandwidth. One of the major issues is to maximize the statistical correctness of the measurement. We proposed a new end-to-end based measurement technique, called Packet Triplet, to achieve a higher probability of finding the bottleneck link. A new filtering technique, is introduced into Packet Triplet to further refine such measurement approach. It has shown better performance in terms of better “accuracy” even in heavily loaded network. The different effects that cross traffic may bring to the measurement are studied and experimental results strongly back up this idea.

Next, we investigate the performance of transport protocol, TCP. TCP is widely
accepted as the transport layer protocol in today's Internet. It makes up a large proportion of the traffic on the Internet. Our research work studied the cause of packet loss and the estimated queued packets (to estimate current state of network congestion) along the path in TCP’s congestion control. We choose TCP Veno, which is a refinement designed for better TCP performance in heterogeneous environment, to be the object of our study. TCP Veno uses packet loss as well as congestion state monitored based on queued packet in the path as its congestion control signals.

Based on our investigation, we have further refined the state estimation algorithm in TCP Veno to give a more accurate classification of the loss in the presence of bursty congestion. The enhanced TCP Veno is called TCP Veno enhancement.

In Section 6.2, we draw a summary of the contributions of this thesis. We present the directions of future works in Section 6.3.

6.2 Research Contributions

6.2.1 Packet Triplet

Packet Triplet aims at estimating the bottleneck bandwidth of a network path. It is designed based on the principle of packet pair dispersion. Packet Triplet sends three back-to-back probing packets at one end of path of interest. At the other endpoint, a pair of dispersions can be found from the arrival of two consecutive probing packets. A packet triplet probe that comes with two different dispersions is distorted by the cross traffic. We study the effect of delay due to cross traffic on the dispersions of Packet Triplet. Based on our study, a filtering algorithm is proposed to filter out the
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distorted samples and find the accurate estimations of bottleneck bandwidth.

We also investigate the effect of size of probing packets on the accuracy and convergence of Packet Triplet measurement. The Packet Triplet of different packet size can be distorted in different manner and thus lead to different distributions of path capacity estimation. Decreasing the packet size reduces the probability of bandwidth underestimation, but on the other hand, increases the probability of bandwidth overestimation; while increasing the packet size results in the opposite effect. To give attention to diminishing the impact of different distortions, the probing packet size is carefully selected.

The experimental results show that Packet Triplet is able to estimate the path capacity accurately and effectively even if the path is heavily loaded by cross traffic. Packet Triplet converges fast. This is a very important feature for network environment in which the routing and capacity change fast, such as wireless network.

Packet Triplet is easily deployed in a network. It is an end-to-end approach of which the measurement process does not require any change at intermediate nodes in the path. The measurement is done at the two ends of the path.

Packet Triplet is also friendly. It uses a sophisticated approach to keep the probing flow from increasing the load of the path.

6.2.2 Packet Loss and Congestion State in TCP Veno

TCP Veno is a TCP variation proposed for improving TCP throughput performance in heterogeneous environment. It makes use of a mechanism borrowed from TCP Vegas to estimate the network congestion state. TCP Veno associates the esti-
mated congestion state with its refined congestion avoidance algorithm as well as its packet loss identification and window reduction strategy.

In this thesis, we investigate the performance of congestion state estimation and packet loss identification in TCP Veno. Before our work, [10] had investigated the ability of TCP Vegas’s congestion state estimation algorithm as a potential packet loss predictor. Unfortunately, they obtained negative results that TCP Vegas’s congestion state estimation algorithm does not always perform well. Nevertheless, their observations cannot be applied to TCP Veno, because: all the necessary parameters and performance metrics in [10] are estimated based on a single Reno connection. Consider that TCP Veno’s behavior is quite different from Reno, the proposed results thus may not accurately reflect the situations in the presence of data flow controlled by TCP Veno. Further, some experiments in [10] were conducted by artificially fixing the congestion loss rate of a Reno connection when the other network parameters change. This restriction makes it easy to explain the observations supported by a simple mathematical model given in [10], but it is not practical. In reality, the congestion loss rate of a TCP connection can change due to the variation of many factors in the network, i.e. link bandwidth, bottleneck buffer size or round trip time.

To address the above problems, there is no restriction of congestion loss rate in our experiments. We define a set of metrics to help indicate and analyze the performance of interest under different network condition. We investigate the effect of variation of network factors in different aspects, i.e, bottleneck bandwidth, bottleneck buffer size, round trip time, traffic load, number of TCP Veno connections and wireless loss rate. We found the problem of congestion state underestimation when the network
is heavily loaded. This problem may seriously reduce the accuracy of congestion loss identification. The reason of underestimation is that $\text{BaseRTT}$ could be overestimated. We also observed that, because of removing the restriction on congestion loss rate, the results from our investigation are opposite to the conclusions in [10], for example, we found that when the bottleneck bandwidth decreases, the accuracy of congestion loss identification reduces; while in [10], they claimed that this metric increases, given that the congestion loss rate is artificially kept constant.

By studying TCP Veno’s congestion avoidance algorithm that uses the congestion state information to adjust the window’s increasing speed, we revealed that the refined congestion avoidance algorithm also plays a crucial role in affecting and explaining the variation trends of TCP Veno’s packet loss identification.

As a summary, the experiments and analysis we presented in this thesis suggest that TCP Veno cannot always perform well in congestion state estimation and packet loss identifications.

### 6.2.3 TCP Veno enhancement

In addition to the reasons revealed in the above works, another fact that contributes to the inaccuracy of packet loss identification is bursty congestion, which can adversely affect TCP Veno’s performance of congestion loss identification especially even when the network is lightly loaded. We found that the reason is that the state estimation responds too slowly to the occurrence of bursty congestion. Based on our investigation, we have further refined the state estimation algorithm in TCP Veno to give a more accurate classification of the loss in the presence of bursty congestion, which is
called TCP Veno enhancement.

To have more accuracy of congestion loss identification, we introduce two parameters in TCP Veno enhancement: instantaneous round trip time ($V_{RTT_{inst}}$) and number of queue packets ($N_{inst}$). The refined estimation algorithm using these parameters makes TCP Veno enhancement catch up with the bursty congestion that can suddenly increase the congestion level in the period of a RTT. The accuracy of congestion loss identification is significantly improved in the presence of bursty congestion. As a consequence, TCP Veno enhancement uses our solutions exhibits better friendliness while it competes with other TCP connections.

### 6.3 Challenges and Future Works

We now discuss several directions and challenges for future works. Both are the extension of the works presented in this thesis.

#### 6.3.1 Packet Triplet and Bandwidth Measurement

So far, we have evaluated Packet Triplet as an active bandwidth measurement technique and demonstrated the effectiveness of Packet Triplet for our experimental settings. However, several challenges remain in our work.

First, we assume that all the routers are using FCFS (First-Come First-Served) queueing discipline. It is thus necessary to make further investigation on how Packet Triplet performs in the system using other queueing algorithms, e.g. fair queueing algorithm or classful queueing for differentiated service control.

Second, the challenges of high speed bandwidth (e.g. 1Gbps or even higher) in
near future. One challenge is that the higher the network bandwidth, the dispersion between two packets will be shorter, resulting in granular resolution. A dispersion cannot be accurately measured when it is smaller than or much close to the resolution of system timer. For example, the current Unix system time solution is $1\mu s$, so if two packets of 1500 bytes are transmitted across a 10Gbps network, the dispersion is about $1.2\mu s$, which cannot be accurately measured by the current time resolution. Another challenge is that the network bandwidth exceeds the physical I/O speed of measurement host. The low speed host using Packet Pair dispersion based techniques thus can only measure the capacity of measurement host but not network bandwidth. [82] [83] advised that the Packet Train based algorithm, which is less sensitive to timer resolution, is a feasible way of high-speed bandwidth measurement in the future. So we are to use packet train with $N$ packets ($N$ is even and is larger than 3) to yield detectable dispersions (i.e. the dispersion between the 1th and the $(1+n)/2$th packet, and between the $(1+n)/2$th and nth packet, respectively). However, using packet train increases the probability of cross traffic interference. So the length of packet train must be taken into account in the future design.

Finally, we will draw our attention in future on how to use bandwidth measurement in network performance management, such as network routing, traffic engineering, resource reservation and distribution as well as end-to-end admission control.

### 6.3.2 Develop a new end-to-end congestion control algorithm

The experiments and analysis proposed in this thesis have revealed the feature of TCP Veno in respects of congestion state estimation, efficiency of packet loss
identification. Our work shows that there are several drawbacks in TCP Veno’s congestion control mechanisms. The congestion state could be underestimated due to the overestimation of $BaseRTT$; the threshold for judging the state of connection (congestion or non-congestion) is fixed independent of network conditions.

Moreover, [50] found that the correlation between packet loss and the increase of RTT is very weak, especially in high-speed network where a TCP flow consumes a small fraction of total bandwidth. This observation therefore implies that TCP Veno’s packet loss distinguishing based on RTT increment has poor accuracy in such circumstance.

Therefore, developing a new end-to-end congestion control algorithm that can overcome the above drawbacks of TCP Veno is a potential effort in future direction. An alternative approach that can evade the problem is to use bandwidth estimation in TCP’s congestion control. TCP Westwood [53] uses estimated available bandwidth to adjust its congestion window and slow-start threshold and therefore achieves performance improvement in heterogeneous environment. The bandwidth in data forwarding direction (from the TCP sender to the TCP receiver) is estimated from the dispersion between two acknowledgement packets at the TCP sender. This idea is actually a variant of packet pair algorithm. However, if the dispersion between two acknowledgement packets were distorted in the reverse path, the network bandwidth will be erroneously estimated. The way to avoid this problem is to estimate the network bandwidth using data packets at the TCP receiver, like the suggestion in [82] and [83]. To do this, some related issues are to be considered in the future, such as the filtering algorithm in bandwidth estimation or the aforementioned challenges that
comes up with the increase of network bandwidth.

In addition to using bandwidth measurement in TCP design, the performance of TCP (include TCP Veno) in high-speed network are to be addressed. In high-speed network, TCP’s linear increase is too slow; Multiplicative decreases in window occur when packet loss is too drastic. The end-to-end loss rate needed by TCP to attain a very large congestion window is impossible to be achieved in practice. There are several works to address the difficulties of TCP in high-speed network [32] [38] [44] [53]. These algorithms has more aggressive linear increase and more gentle multiplicative decrease, as compared to conventional TCP. HighSpeed TCP [32] and Scalable TCP [44] are equation-based solutions which rely on the accurate estimation of end-to-end loss rate. However, the loss rate is difficult to be accurately estimated, especially in low congestion environment where the loss rate is very small [38]. Fast TCP [38], as opposed to equation-based solutions, borrows the idea of TCP Vegas [3], using the increase of RTT to infer the congestion and addressing the problem of TCP in high-speed network. Fast TCP is however observed to experience the problem that TCP Vegas also has: TCP ACK packets traversing in the reverse path could be delayed by other traffic [14] [21]. TCP Westwood [53], which makes use of bandwidth estimation to adjust congestion window, also has the problem caused by cross traffic on reverse path. We are aiming to address the limitations of these TCP variants. For example, one possible solution is to do the bandwidth estimation at TCP receiver. We can also take the advantages of ideas in the above algorithms into our design in the future.
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